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In an a�e when such potent agents as insulin, sulfona
mides and penicillin have focused our attention on therapeutic
medicine, the advAnce of preventive medicine has lagged far
behind.

Especially is this true of the diseases of doubtful

or unknown etiology_ one of which is rheumatic fever. World
War II has stimulated interest in this disease, due to the
high incidence of rheumatic heart lesions in draftees and fre
quent epidemics of rheumatic fever in military ca.m.ps.

This

has given new impetus to previous attempts toward the control
of rheu.'IUltio fever.
In recognition of these faots, it is the purpose of
this paper to deal with the public health aspects of rheumatic
fever.

To deal with it in such a way that the reader will

begin to understand the magnitude of the problem and how in
adequately it is now met •

.An attempt w ill be made to show

the need of a comprehensive, systematic rheumatic fever pro
gram, to show the progress already made in establishing
programs, and to show methods of fightin� rheumatic fever
more effectively in the future.

DEFINITION

'-"
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A definition of rheumatic fever is as he.rd to give as
it is badly needed.

There are wide differences in the mrumer

in which it is regue.rded clinically in different parts of the
60
country. To quote Hedley "We do not know when it starts, we
often cannot recognize it when it is present, we have no cure
for it, and cannot tell when it is gone."

He mi~ht well have

added "--and we cannot incriminate the culpable culprit,
45

cause.tive."
At present, rheumatic fever is considered en infectous disease, closely associated with invasion of the body by
~roup A hemolytic streptococci.

It is a. chronic disease with

a. marked tendency to recurrence.

It is che.re.cterjzed by many

and varied symptoms includin~ acute arthritis, chorea, carditis, subcutaneous nodules, and such general symptoms as
vague pains, anorexia., fatigue, low-grade fever, and malaise.
The most specific attributes of this disease are the pathological findings.

'fhese consist of multiple dissemine.ted focal

inflammatory lesions and at times serofibrinous inflame.tion of
51 95 118
the cardiovascular system, joints, and serous lined cavities.
HISTORIC.AL
Hippocrates was perhaps the first to write a deo"Tip69
tion of acute arthritis. However, Sydenhron wrote the first
satisfactory clinical description in 1676 when he distinguished
acute rheumatism from ~out.

few years later he described
121
the sy-1.ptoms of what is known as Sydenhrun' s Chorea. Actue.lly
A

the history of rheumatic fever as a clinical entity does not
extend back this far.

''-"

Although the disease has probably

3

·~

existed for many years, the actual entity of rheumatic fever
was not uncovered from the jumble of symptoms of the different
135 96
types of arthritides until the middle of the 19th century.
75
100
Jenner and Pitcefrn in 1789 were the first to recognize the association of rheumatic fever end heart disease.
But it was Bouillaud who in 1819 made the first positive
declaration concerning this association.
Coincidence states:

His famous Law of

"In the ~reat majority of cases of acute

articular rheumatism with fever, there exists in a variable
de~ree a rheumatism of the sere-fibrous tissue of the heart.
The coincidence is the rule e,nd the non-coincidence the ex6

ception. 11
58

It was Haygarth who in 1805 first called this sinister
malady rheumatic fever end who first wrote a clinical mono~raph.
on the disease.

Thi~ name prooebly grew from the fact that

exposure to da.'llpness end cold was supposed to be one of the
96

main causes of arthritis.

Perhaps typical of this 19th cen-

tury point of view is this article in Pepper's System of
99

Medicine.
All pathologists agree that cold is the
most frequent exciting cause of acute articular rheumatism------A slight chillin~ or a
momentRry exposure to a current of cold air
will in some act as powerfully and as certainly
as prolonged immersion in cold water or a ni~ht
spent sleepin~ on the damp ~rass.
Discovery of the Aschoff body (1904) in the myocardium of individuals dying of rheumetic fever caused many
patholo~ists
to re~ard rheumatic fever as a specific disease.
-

'w'

The Aschoff Jody, they believed, mrs caused by a specific
52 84
reaction to an unknown specific etiological a~ent.

._,,
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However, subsequently much data has been accumulated as to
its non-specific aspects and from this has evolved the concept that rheumatic fever mi~ht be a late reoction to a variety of infections--an allergic or hyperergic phenomenon.
This theory wa.s based on the fact that the "rheumatic response"
was only part of the picture end was due to an individual
94

tendancy to react to any infection in this particular way.
During the late part of the 19th century, the rela34 85

tion of tonsillitis to rheumatic fever attacks was noted.
The relationship was never satisfactorily explained although
the focal infection doctrine was adhered to for the next three
or four decades.
11

removal of

This lead toe. cruse.de for the surgical

foci 11 of infection in all rheu.'llatic conditions,

and tonsils, appendices, gallbladders end teeth fell before
the wide-sweeping stroke of the scalpel.

Simultaneously

tonsillectomy took e. proninent place in the therapy of rheumatic fever.

By 1930, the initie.l enthusiasm had a.be.tad slir,htly

and in reviewin!!'. the results of 30 years of tonsillectomies,
it was found that tneir importance es a tnerapeutic or pro::ihylactic ,nee.sure was still unsettled.

Since then, this oper-

ation has bee11 used by most doctors only where definite ton95

silla.r pet,,olop.:y has been evident.
In the last decade, the relationship of rheume.tio
fever to preceding or conoomitent hemolytic streJtoccoccal
infection {Group A) has been studied.

This study l!ives prom-

ise of lead in~ us e.t last to the "culpable culprit causative"
and will be ta.ken up in more detail later.

'w'
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EPIDEMIOLOGY

,.__

Althou~h rheumatic fever is not limited to children,
most authors a.p:ree that its hiP:hest incic'ence is in pre-adolescent children.

Whether a hi~h fector of susceptibility

accounts for this or whether it is due to ~ore frequent ex)osure is not certe-in but s~e.tistics show that the hio-hest
incidence occurs in children from 5 to 13 years of a.c·e with
5 8 10 15 38 66 83 86
the peak at about the a!"e of 6 to 8.
Since rheumatic fever is not a reportable disease,
information concerninis its incidence is not availa.ole on a
n~tionwide basis.

The statistics which are available have

been obtained from hospital admission rates, mortality statistics, autopsy reports, selective service statistics, and
surveys of school children.

In Scandinavian countries, where

rheumatic fever is a reportable disease, the incidence per aunum
95
has re.n~ed from about l to 3 per 10'.)0 population.
In the United States, we find that juvenile deaths
95
( age ,1'.roup of 5 to 24) are a.bout 17 per 100,000 popule.tion.
There are probably between 30,000 and 60,000 deaths per year
in adults from r,1eu:n.e.tic heart disease end it is estimated the.t
there a.re bu tween 200,000 and 260,000 new cases of rheumatic
118

fever each vear.

A

~eneral estimste of case prevalence for

rheu~etic h a.rt disease in the wnole United States would in0

dicate that between 460,000 e.nd 900,000 cases exist in the
95 117

e.dul t population.

Paul estimates the.t there e.re 840 ,oo,)

cases of rheumatic heart disease per 100,000,000 ?opula,tion.

._,

In his statistics on heart diseese in-school children, he

..._,

6

finds a variation of fron 2.9b ca_ses per 1,000 c,iildren in
-135
Cincinnati to 13.6 per 1,000 in Chica~o.
From the age of 5 to 19, rheumatic fever ranks highest as a cause of dea_th.

Selective service ste.tistics snow

that in a country-wide srunple, 3.1 men per 1000 were rejected
for rheumatic heart disease, while in some areas as around
86
New York, there were 10.6 per 1000.
The exact geographical distribution is no~ definite
but the disease a2pears to be more Jrevalent in urban communities in te iperate latitudes.

It has been noted that it is

far less common and mor,., mild in the southern '.)ert of the
92 87 135
In examining: Indian childUnited States and in the tropics.
ren on reservations, Pa~l noted that at 44° -46° north latitude,
the per cent with rheumatic heart disease was 4.5.

At north

latitude of 36°-37°, the per cent was 1.9, while at 32°-33°,
94

the per cent was 0.5.
Rheumatic fever is most prevalent in winter anc1_
112
early sprin~ in the United States. It is least prevalent in
the sum':1.er and early fall, the ratio between its preve_lence
95 135

durinp: the winter and sum.mer be ins-: about 3: 1.

Al so it ha.s

been noted that its .Jeak of ?revelenoe on the west coest is
in January and February, while on the east coast, it is most
prevalent in March and April.

The si~nificance of this has

95

not been determined.
The si~nificance of social status on incidence of
rheimatic fever has not been fully determined.
have found a hi~her incidenc

'-"

Most observers

among the poor children who

._,.

7
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have inadequate shelter, food, end care.

Wilson

however found the highest incidence in moderately well-to-do
135
homes.
Girls seem to be more susceptinle to rheumatic fever
then boys.

The ratio veries with different observers but

usually is about l l :9.

There iupeers to be no conclusive

evidence of e racial susceptibility but in the heterozygos
population of the United States, determinetion of this aspect
is almost impossible, except perhaps in the case of the Jews
95 135

and Nee::roes.
There is a hir,h familiel incidence in rheumetic fever
(ti~ of rheumatics have a positive family history of rheumatic

12 109
fever ae:einst 20% in control P:roups).

Factors such as

unfavorable living conditions, poor diet, poor hy!".iene, and
exposure may be partially responsible for this.

However,

'Wilson presents stron!' evidence that there is an hereditary
susceptibility and thet the hereditary mechanism is a sin;:,:le
autoso~al recessive ~ene.

From this, we can see the need of

a complete family history and adequate physicel examination
of every member of the family and e.dvising potential rheumatic families concernin."'. the nature of the disease and its
protean me.nifestations.

Accordin~ to Wilson, the chance

for each child to be susceptible may be expressed as follows:
:rlf both parents are rheumatic, nearly every child will be
susceptible.

If one parent is rheumatic and the other parent

is non-rheumatic.but a carrier, i.e. rheumatic fever is present in any of the irnnediate family, ea.oh child has a.

'-"

50%

8

"'WI

che.nce to be susceptible.

If neither parent is rheumatic but

both pa.rents ere carriers, each child has
susceptible.

e_

25%

chance to be

If at least one child is rheumatic, it may be

assumed that the negative parents are carriers.

If one of

both parents are negative, i.e. definitely known to be nonrheumatic and non-carr~er, susceptible children would be
unlikely.

(Beceuse of the smell size of

human

families the

disease may be expressed, even though the tre.it may be present
in the family line.

One might estimate the probable chenc of

the susceptible child to be about 3% when one or both parents
135
are neg:ative.)
ETIOLOGY
It is fairly well established that most attacks of
rheumatic fever are induced by preliminary infection with
Group

A

hemolytic streptococci.

After this initial infection

or phase 1, there is e. period one may call the latent stef!;e,
or pnase 2.

In the third phase followin~ the latent period,
116 135
the rheumatic manifestations occur.
This is not an entirely
34
new observation for even in 1887, Downes noted the coincidence

of rheumatic fever ettecks with erysipilis.

However, althour:h

this is the prevailin,r view as to the etiolo~y of rhe,..lme.tic
fever at present, there are so':lle authorities who believe that
a

filterable virus mi ·ht be the etioloa:ical 81?'.ent.
0

Further

experi1'1entel work will be necessary to de'11onstrate the sig105 107 135

nifica.nce of their ideas.
DIAGNOSIS
It is very desirable to have a strict dia~nostic

'-'

9

'-1'

criterion for rneumatic fever in working out a public health
pro~ram.

Such a criterion would increase the value of sta-

tistical informetion concernin~ incidence and of statistics
concerninl,l; the value of µroq,rruns of preventio,, and ca.re.

It

would also prevent needless psycholo~icel and emotional sufferin~ which results from misdie~nosis due to too liberal
.

criteriA.

76

..

The acut:c phase of rhe·,,me.tic fever does not, as a

rule, present serious diap'.llostic problems.

It is the low-

1!'.rade active phase followinp: an a.cute a.ttnck, or especially
be"'.irmin'? e.s a smoulderin'?, insidious process, tha.t presents
45

dia~nostic difficulties.
76

Accordii,g to Jones,

the manifestations of ri1eumetic

fever can be divided into tre major and minor oetegories.

.Any

combination of two or ·nore me,ior manifestations or one major
and

two minor manifestations is sufficient evidence to make a.

dia-nosis of rheUJ!lAtic fever.

The majo

end minor manifesta-

tions are as follows:
Major manifestations
1. Cardi ti s--enle rgement, ,1urmurs (newly
developed end si!1'.nific~mt), pericerditis,
con~estive fnilure.
2. Arthralda--mip:rsting polye.rthritis;
more important if ctiscovered 2-3 weeks
after a beta hemolytic streptoccus
infection.
3. Chorea--:me-half of all youn~ patients
have this manifestation.
4. Subcutaneous nodules--these rarely occur
early
5. Recurrences of r1:eumatic fever.
Minor manifestations
1. Fever
2. Abdominal pain
3. Precordial pain

\wl

10
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Rashes
Epistaxis.
Pulmonary findiu~s
Laboratory findinrs
a. BKG--increased A-V conduction
time, inverted T, axis shift
b. White blood count--increased
c. Sedimentation rate--incree.sed
d. Microcytic anemia.

CLINICAL COURSE

Growin~ and joint pains, choree., and pol ;arthri -ci s
occur as the sole initial manifestation of rheumatic fever
witn equal frequency (about 25 per cent each).

In approx-

imately 15 per cent, active carditis, either alone or with
chorea or polyarthritis charecterixes the onset.

In about

lJ per cent, discovery of the heart lesions precedes tne rirst
manifeste.tion of rheumatic activity.

Cardiac involvement is
135
demonstrable in ebout 85 per cent at the onset.
Rheume.tic fever is

e

disease of long dure.tion.

It

has its usual onset in childhood and continues into adult life.
In mos.; instances, the adult with rhe,.unatic heart disease hes
acauired it in childhood..

Durin11'. childhood, recurrences are

characteristic; 85¾ of patients developing one or more.

The

initial manifestation is the most frequent for:n of recurrence.
In subjects in who:-,1 active cerditj s is not recognizable at
the onset, about 30~ develop !llitral stenosis.
markedly enlaqred heerts.

4% develop

The incidence cf mortality and

defsree of cerdie.c involve:nent increeses with the number end
severity of recurrent attecks of active cerditis.

Despite the

type or severity of manifestations or their recurrence, the
cardiac lesions seem to prorress witn time.

'-'

During the period

11

'-'
of observation• auscul tRtory sip.:ns in the m&jori ty of

Cf!

ses

become at tin1es unchPrecteristic or disappear e.lthou?'.h cardiac
135
enler~ement persists.
TREATMirnT
In the acute stal"es of rheu.ma:(ic fever, the se 1icyle.tes in hip:h dose~es ere the most effective end least
toxic of any of the dru~s.

A serum level above 350 gammas
120
per cc. is reco :r11ended bv some workers.
This requires about
.9 to 1.8 ~s. every 4 hours meintenenoe dose.

However, rec-

ent studies on a S'Tlall series of petients ~ias indicated that
dose!?es of less the.n 3.b !!'.m. per day are just

RS

effective

131
even thou~h nlood levels are below 250 gaTTLmas per cc.
Salicylate medication should be continued until all si~ns of
infection have been absent fore week or 10 days.

If it is

well tolerated, it s,10uld be discontinued p-radually with con118
stent watch for symptoms of relapse.
Some workers recommend
elimina.ti on of the use of soci.iu.111 ii carbonate with tne se.licyla.tes
112
since they found it depressed the serum se. licylate level.
Also durin~ the acute stares, sedatives ~ey be necessary end
the importa ,ce of e )solute rest and e:ood nursing: care C!'l;not
be over-emphasized.

Administratio,1 of streptococc 1.1s e.ntiserum

end solue.ble anti!!'.en have been tried but the results he.ve been

b8 135
,mse.ti sfector:;.

Streptoccic vaccination and repeated in-

,jections of streptococcic filt-rates he.ve dven r,ood results
124 130
according to so:,1e workers.
Convalescent serum and transfusions from adult patients who he.d rheumatic fever ~ave
135
inconclusive results.

'-"

12
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In cases with chorea, phenobarbital is probably most
118
115 118 135
widely used, but fever therapy also has many advocates.
118 135
In case of cerdiec f~ilure, ~igitalis should be used.
In the convalescent stae-e, the emphesis should be
pleced on ~ood diet, individualized exercise, rest, pleasant
environment, pre ention of ex '. osure, end, to prevent end de1

tect recurrences, J?:ood medical su;)ervision.

The amount of

exercise and rest each child is to ~et will depend upon nis
condition and should be worked out on an i,1dividuel basis.
118 135

Educetjonal facilities cAn also be provided durin~ this period.
After the convalescent sta~e, the chief e',,phAsis
should be on prophylactic therapy •

.Present evidence indicates

that the sulfonamides are the most effective dru~s we have to
prevent rheume.tic recurrences.

In a. /:!:rOUi? of controlled ex-

periments, conducted by several authorities on rheumatic
fever, the report:~ show that only 1. 4°/4 of the sulfonamide
treated cas:3s developed recurrences while 17. 4ofo of the untree.ted
19 14 57 81 114 126
cases suffered recurrences.
Other workers have
19 33 97 125

shown simi le.r results.
Hedley,

35%

In a series of cases treated by

of untreated cases developed rr·eumetic fever while

rhe,rnatic fever developed in only .6"1, of ":;hose given pro38

phylactic sulfonamides.

In all of these cases end in thn lar~e

series run by the armed services, toxic reections were mild
e.nd relatively rare.

One death from the prophylactic use of
114

the drur hAR been reported.
Prophylaxis should start as soon as the patient
has ree.ched a satisfactory conve.lescent ste.P:e following: an

'w1
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acute attack.

It should be continue-d sunrner and winter for at
124
least 5 years, probably longer in younger children.
The
124 98
recomrnenrled dose_ga is 1 to 1.3 grems per day of sulfanilrun.ide.

Use of sulfamerizine allows the dose_ge to be cut to .25 to .5
79
gram daily e.ccordin~ to Kuttner. The use of the sulfonamides
is not advised unless close supervision is possible to detect
7 13 54 74 122
eny toxic :nanifest!"tions.
The use of sulfonamide prophylRxis for rhe·me.tic
fever is not the complete answer to the treatment.

The effec-

tiveness of the druir in preventini,: recurrences proves the
importance of Group A beta hemolytic streptococci as a factor
in the etiolo~y of this disease, but 1cs yet

v,re

Pre conpletely

i~norant of how these microorganisms cause the symptomatolo~y
of rheumatic fever.

The possibility that some other unknown

a~ent or virus acts in con.junction with streptococci has "ot
123

been definitely excluded.
The use of salicylates in 20-30 ~rein doses has also
been effective in preventin~ recurr2nces of rheumatic fever
but less so then the sulfona'nides.

However these cen ~-e used
124 98
in C'' se of toxic reactions to the sulfona'1lides.
There has been very little expe dence with the use
of sulfonamirles to orevent initial attt-1.cks of rheumatic fever.
However the Army h9s h!'ld 1uite extensive experience in tnis
72

wit-, satisfactory results.

The Navy eliminated approximately

85<>1, of cases of rI1e·.unRtic fever in camps where it used sul18
fo,,amide prop.'1 ·lexis.

'-I
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PROGNOBIS

The pro~nosis in rheumatic fever varies with the
severity of the attack, the number of recurrences• a.nd the extent of patholop.;ical involvement of body organs, ei:;pecial 1 y
of the heart. The mortality in acute attacks isl to 4 per
38 136
One fifth of persons having one or more ettacks of
cent.
rhe1matic fever die directly es a result, shortly following
the attack, or from sequelae.

Accordin~ to Wilson, 2% of

patients who develop rheumatic fever, die in the first year
of the disease, 5¾ die by the fourth yee.r, louf. by the seventh,
end 20"1. by the eleventh.

With four or more attacks, mort~lity

is ti4~.

Eighty-five per cent of cases under 8 years of a~e
135
suffer recurrent attacks.
The L,cidence of rheu.!IIB.tic heart disease emon11: 3,559

rheumatic children (reported by various investigators, and tab2 135
uleted by Ash) ranges from 60 to 79%.
Some of the cardiac
involvement develops insidiously, consequently the necessity
1

for close medical su?ervision of the convAlescin!! petlent.
The averag:e duration of lif_e of patients with definite heart
disease is 13 to

15

years.

It is snorter in those who have
136

developed the disease in childhood.
One-fifth of persons hevin~ attacks of acute rheum135
atic fever develop chorea.
Chorea is re.rely seen in pe.tients
who heve passed puberty.

Chorea alone indicates e. mild infection;

but either chorea or subcutr-neous nodules incree.se the rrevi ty
of th,;i outlook.

Subcute.neous nodules are indicative of cardiec
135
ir.volvem,:mt, althoue:h not necessarily fe.te.l involvement.

"-"

....,,
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THE NEED FOR A RHEUMATIC FEVER PROGRAM
Evidence of the need for a comprehensive rheumatic
fever progr811l is convincin~ly presented by a simple review

of statistics on incidence, Taorbidity, and mortality of this
disease.

This disease is our third most common disease in

most parts of the country, surpassed only by tuberculosis and
95

syphilis.

Rheumatic fever is the leadin~ fatal disease in

children between five and nineteen years of a~e end is second
only to tuberculosis in the twenty to twenty-four age group.
With each passing ye~r, it has represented an increasing
proportion of fatal diseases even though its death rate per
86

100,000 has been decreasing year by year.

This seemingly

paradoxical situation is due to the feet that the other fatal
diseases have been more actively combatted then rheumatic
fever and again shows that the fight against this disease ha.s
been ne~lected.

In the years 1941 to 1943, 13.8¾ of deaths

among all the fatal diseases were ceused by rheumatic fever.
When these facts are considered and the publicity given to
this disease is compared with that ~iven to tuberculosis,
poliomyelitis, sypnilis, end other diseases, it is realized
that recognition of the seriousness of this disease has lag~ed
far behind.

Not only is this disease serious from the stand-

point of comparative mortality rates, but also it is tragic
from the standpoint of morbidity and pro~nosis.

Several

statistical studies indicate that the average life of patients

....,,,

with definite rheumatic heart disease is thirteen to fifteen
118
years. The period of convalescence is so lon~ that very few
families can afford to pay the medical end hospital bills which

.._,
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are incurred.

The fact the.t rheumatic fever tends to be famil-

ial e.nd most often occurs in f~~ilies of the low income ~roup
adds to the seriousness of the situation.
The accompanying maps (Fi~. 1 and 2) show very definitely the need for rheumatic fever pror,rems in the United
States.

Fip.;ure 2 shows the compare.ti ve incidence of rheume_tic

fever by States.

Figure 1 s~ows the areas of these States

which a.re taken care of by existing rheumatic fever programs.
This last mentioned map was constructed by combininl!: informe_tion received from the individual states concerninp: the area_
covered by their respective pro~rruns.

As

no information was

received from Utah* and Montane., it was impossible to find
out the area covered by their pro~rruns.

It will be noted on

thes me.ps that some of the states which have the hi~hest inoirlence of rheumatic fever have done little or no work in
establi shin~ pro~rruns or in combe.tting- it on a le.r!!.e see.le.
However• the ste.tes a.re n-raduelly seein~ the necessity of
concerted and or9"anized effort a~e.inst this disease and slowly
but surely pro~rruns are being or~enized.

What is probably

more important, a gradue_lly a.wakening public and professional
consciousness of this disease and its .Jroblems is becoming
manifest •
• Utah hes since been heard fro~ end
proo:re111 i~ on pari:e 78.

~
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PRESENT STATUS OF RHEUMATIC FEVER PROGRAMS
During the last decade, great activity has taken
place in research on rheumatic fever.

It is safe to say that

the publications on rheumetic fever during the past twelve
years have exceeded the total of . iublica.tions on rheumatic
95

fever in previous decades.

However much of this work has

been on an experimental basis and most of it has been done by
small ~roups of workers who have had e. specie.l interest in the
subject.

The attention of the medical profession end the pub-

lic es a whole has been sharply focused on this problem only
in the past few years.

Much of this is due to the educational

ce.mpai~ns which have been conducted by state and national
agencies for the professione.l and ley public.

Also the high

incidence of rheumatic fever in the army end navy has been
especially important in attracting the attention of the medical profession.

Lastly, the work which t.he more interested

investigfctors have been doin11; for the past decade or so hes
just beg:un to reach the stage where it is mekin~ itself felt
by both the by and profesdonal public.
Some investi~a.tors have been ·especielly prominent in
the field of rheumatic fever investigation.

Hedley, of the

United States Public Health Service, hes made notable contributions concerning the loce.l prevalence of rheumetic fever
95

through his studies in Philadelphia hospitttls.

Coburn's work

on the linka~e of rheumatic fever to hemolytic streptococcic
infection has also been an important contribution.

J. R.

Paul has collect d and evaluated a ~reat a.mount of statistical
~

material concernine; the public heelth aspects of rheumatic
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fever to add to our information.

Work on all aspects of this

disease has been presented by Wilson in her complete statistical studies of children with rheumatic fever coverin~ the
past 20 years.

An important contribution which she has made

is the evidence which she found of heredity transmission of
135
rheumatic fever.
T. Duckett Jones helped solve the dia~nostic difficulties so common in rheumatic fsver by giving a
systemati 7 ed ~roup of symptoms e.nd a systeillBtic method of
76

me.kin~ the dia~osis.

Other individuals hev~ made important

contributations as also have civic, welfare, end professional
r,roups.
The armed services have contributed to our knowledge of rheumatic fever bv their extensive use of propnylactic
sulfonamide drugs.

They have been our only source of inform-

ation concernin~ the use of sulfonamide prophylaxis in preventing
initial attBcks of rheumatic fever.

The statistics which

they he.ve collected concerning the ~eographice.l incidence of
72

rheurllfltic fever he.~-.:.also been an important contribution.
Recog...1.ition of the im2ortrmce of rneume.tic fever
from the pbulic health aspect has been menifested by special
ap.)ropriations of Federal funds for the firht against this
disease.

When the Social Security Act was passed in 1935, the

appropriation of $2,850,000 Federal funds for services for
crippled children was authorized.

These funds e.re paid to the

states after the annual state plens for such services have
been approved by the Chief of the Children's Bureau of the

'-"'\
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United States Department of Labor.

During the first 5 years

of administering services, major attention was given to orthopedic or plastic conditions.

However, the growing interest

in rheumatic fever and the cognizance of its crippling effect
caused the .American Academy of Pediatrics in 1938, to recommend that herrt disease be considered a crippling condition.
This g~ve epecial impetus to the idea thst children with
rheu.mstic fever a.nd heart disease should be eli~ible for services under programs for crippled children.

Consequently, in

1939, an additional annual appropriation of U,020,000 was
authorized wi l h the under standing that a portion of the funds
would be used for assisting State agencies in developing
services for such children.
As a first step in the development of programs of
care for children with rheumatic fever, the Chief of the
Children's Buree.u called together a small co :rnittee of pediatricians and other reco~nized authorities in this field.
General policies for th:, development end administration of
e pro~ram of services for children with rheumatic fever were
outlined by this group, and these policies served as a g,ide
in the planning of State rheumatic-fever programs.

A national

conference we.s held in October 1943 for the purpose of evaluating the existin~ State pro~rems for children with rheumatic
fever and discussing future objectives and policies in the
further development of services for these children.
Many of the states in which the incidence of rheumatic fever is relatively hi~h have developed programs with

"-'

the help of epproprie.tions and plans of the Children's Bureau
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of the United States Department of Labor.

These State pro~rFms

will be taken up :..n det1:dl in this pa.per.

Hov,ever, the follow-

inf". is the plan for the t:,,pica 1 State rheumAtic fever pro~rem
30
a.s p·,·esented by the Children's Bureau.
The typicAl State rheumatic fever pro~ram serves a
sma.11 area of the State, usually from one to four counties.
It is set up in

l'l.

locality where it is possible to or~enize

a. com;,lete prof"rrun of care for children with rheumetic fever
or heart disease, including ~ood medicsl, medical-social, and
nursin~ services, and facilities for adequate die.r,nostic,
hos9itel and senatorial care and after care.

It was believed

that if a small number of children in a limited area of a
State were taken cflre of completely and ace11ua.tely and their
prooler:is studied, it would be easier lAter to extend services
to other areas of the State.
Continuity of cere for these children is considered
ot the utmost importance in the plannin~ of Stnte rheumatic
fever pror,::rams.

Ch1J.dren with rheumatic fever or hee.rt dis-

es se a.re kept ,mder contin'.1inrr ce r·e for lonP: periods of ti"'le,
not only bece.use rheumatic fever--the ~os+; important cause of
heert disease in chi ldhood--is a chronic rlisease reauirin, lonl!'.
periods of hosIJital ano sflnatorial cere, ':Jut elso because the
dan~er of recurrence is ever present.

C~ildren under care

are examined pe;iodically and in addition to treatment of conditions specifically related to rheumatic fever or heart disease, any treatment necessary to improve the general condition
'.._,/

of the child is arran~ed for, either through the crippled

'-'
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children's progre.m or through other com.~unity resources.
The of'ficia.l State a.i;ency that e.dministers services
for crippled children is also responsible for the administration of ·the rheumatic fever program.

In a few State depart-

ments of hea.lth the rheumatic fever prol!'.rf!m is placed in the
maternal and child-health division rather thEn in the crippled
children's division.
Medical leadership in planning end developing services for children with rheumatic fever or heart disease is
provided by the State agency throui;h the employment of a
9hysician with special knowledge of this field; almost without exception the State agencies have chosen pediatricians
to fulfill this functio,1.
The State a~ency also appoints an advisory committee,
which usually includes interested lay members as well as representatives of the various professional fields involved in
a 9rogram of this type--medical, social, nursing, education,
and so forth.
Consul te.tion on administrative, medical, medicalsocial, e.nd nursin~ problems is made availeble to the State
agency by the Children's Bureau.
Children mder the af!;e of 21 with heart disease or
conditions lea.ding to heart disease are eligible for care.
All the State pro~rams ~ive emphasis to the care of cnildren
with rheumatic fever or rheumatic heart disease, pe.rticulerly
early in the disease, but children with other types of hea_"rt

.._,,,
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disease that offer a reasonable expectation of improvement

.

throu~h treatment are also eli1;ible for care.

Diagnostic

services are available to all children who live in the area
served by the prorram.

Continuin~ treatment is provided to

all children whose families are otherwise unable to obtain for
them the care recommended by the physician.

Services are avail-

able to children living in the selected areR whether or not
their parents have established legal residence there.
Children in neec\ of dia~nosis or care are located
by physicians in private practice, in schools, hospitals,
clinics, and so forth.

Other children are located by public

health nurses, health departments, school nurses end teachers,
child-health conferences, crippled children's clinics, social
&.f!necies, and parents.

Since rhe,1me.tic f{iver has e. hi!!:h fa-

milial incidence, a number of State rheumatic-fever pro~rams
?lace special empne.sis on the ex,cmination of all the brothers
end sisters of children found to he.ve rhe ..me.tic feve

1•

or rheu-

matic heart disease •
The basic professional services rendered to these
children are medicel services, m~dical-social services, end
nursinp; serrices.
hends of

R

The medice.l services ere chiefly in the

pedie.tricie.n employed by the State agency.

He is

responsible for the medical care of the cnildren in e.11 stages
of the disease.

Most States attempt to obtain the services of

e. ped ie.tricien who has he.d speciel trainin11: in rheumatic fever.
All pediatricians must be certified by the American Boe.rd of
~

''-"'
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Pediatrics or be eli~ible for such certification.

The medical-

social consultant helps community sociel agencies understand
the kinds of problems that interfere ~~th adequate care of the
child, and helps to stimulate development of the necessary
services.

The public-health-nursing consultant is responsible

for supervising the nursing services for children under this
pro~ram.

She supervises and assists the local public-health

nursing; service with the rheumatic patients !llld maintains stende.rds of nursine: care in convalescent homes and hospitals in
which care is provided •
Diagnostic services are provided by the pedietricie.n
in clinics v.rhere there is access to e.11 the necessary dia!!nostic
laboratory facilities.

In addition to the pediatrician, a

medical-social worker and a public-hee.lth nurse e.re present
in order the.t nedicr' 1-socie.l and nursing services e.s well as
medical se~vices may be provided.

The clinics are held at

regular intervals, and appointments are na-~e in e.dve.nce.

Con-

sultative services are made available to private physicians,
school physicians, county health officers, and other physicians
who wish help in the diegnosis or :nanagement of children with
rheumatic fever or heart disease.
For the child who is acutely ill, care in a hospital,
which meets with the standards recommended by the Children's
Bureau Advisory Co mi ttee on Services for Grip iled Children,
will b~ provided.

The pediatrician employed by the State S.fency

either takes care of the child durin!!: his hospital stay or acts

.....,
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as a consultant durin~ this period.

After the acute stage of

the disease, the children ere transferred to special senatorial wards, to e. convalescent nome, a foster home, or the child's
own home.

Although the children still need medical end nursing

cere durin~ this period, they can be better protected from

t

infections end can he.ve more normal social, educe.tione.l, e.nd

I:
diversione.l activities away from a re!!.ular hospital werd.

Foster

·iomes and convalescent homes must meet the standards recommended by the Children's Bureau advisory committee in re~ard
to medicFl, nursinl-"., social, and nutritional supervision.

If

the child is kept at home, regular nome visits are me.de by the
pediatrician for medical supervision.

A public-heelth nurse

also visits the home as often as necessary to help the mother
with the nursing care of the child.

The medical-social con-

sul te.nt helps the family to meet any personal or environmental
difficulties in the home situation the.t mii:i;ht interfere with
the treatment and care of the child.
When the child is completely recovered from his
rheumatic infection, he iE encouraged to live e.s normal a life
as possible; at the sP-me time, every effort is made to prevent
a recurrence of the infection.

He returns to the State rheu-

matic-fever clinic periodically for medical examination and
advice.

The child and .1is family are helJed to understand that

if he is to stay well he must keep as heelth~as possible throu~h
good food, appropiete clothing, decent housing,, end good gen-

eral health habits.

'-"

If difficulties in the home situation

~
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threaten to prevent the child from havin~ these fundamentals
of health, efforts to meet the difficulties a.re me.de, either
by the personnel of the State e.ii:ency or by other local or State
ag:encies, after joint planninr, by the pediatrician, the medical-

social consultant, and the public-health-nursin~ consultant.
If the child's family is not able to rrovide trans-

portation to the clinic, it is usually arranged in cooperation
with locel community agencies •

.Ambulance service is provided

by the State e.e-ency when necessary.
Although social-security funds may not be used for
educational facilities, provision for the child's education
while he is on prolonged bed rest are usually me.de by the State
board of education.

Bedside and f:croup tee.chin~ in hospite.le

and convalescent homes is provided in some State~.

In several

States visiting teachers provide educetion for the child in
,is own ilOme or in a foster nome.

For adolescent children with

cardiac druna.ge which necessitetes limitation of activity, arre.n~ements are me.de through the State vocational-rehaoilitation
services.

After July 1, 1945, if the state programs are to be
approved by the Children's Bureau, they must provide that diagnostic services be made available to crippled children ~~thout
restrictions as to race• color• creed, economic status, le!!.al
residence, age (except as to persons a.hove the maximum age for
which services a.re legally available witain the state), the

_,

necessity of referral by any persons other than the child's
parents or le~al ruardien, or similar restrictions inconsistent
with the free avRilability of such servic~s.

The chief reason

-....I
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that this amendment has been made is to rrevent states from
denyin~ dia~nostic services to any person--the contention bein~
that un-~il it is known how much treatment will be needed, it
is not possible to deternine whether the patient is able to
40

finance the treatment.
State Rheumatic Fever Pro~rams
Development of State pro~rems for rheumatic fever
control is one of the Triost promising methods of attackinp- the
z>roblem tha.t hes been undertaken.

In a.n endeavor to get first

hand reports on which states have progra~s, which have had to
discontinue theirs, wr:ich are o, ly in the ple.nnine: stage and
information on those which ha.ve been in operation• letters
were written to s.11 states of the United States, to the District
of Columbia, He.we.ii, and Puerto Rico.

In all, forty-six

responded and information wes obtained on all the pro~rans

*

now in existence except for two states, Utah end Montana.
73
Accord in!!: to H:use ( who is SJecie.l Consultant on
Services for CripJled Children), Oklahoma had the first State
plan for a rheumetic fever pro,e;ram which was 8.Jproved bv the
Children's Bureau.

It was approved by the Cheif of th,; Children's

Bureau in March, 1940.

However, Iowa he.shad a prog:rem for

rheume.tic fever patients since 1936 e.s a part of their State
Services for CripJled Chilrl.ren which was instituted by the
102

United States Children's Bureau.

Up to November, 1944, she

states that 19 States had approved programs for the care of

....,

children with rheumatic fever.

These States include

JtAh hes beAn neArd from since this wes written end a rlescriotion of their ;iroo-rr,m is found on pAo-e 7'3.

*
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C~lifornie, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Ide.ho, Iowa,
Maine, Maryland, Michi1!'.an, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah, Vir~inia, Washington,
and Wisconsin.

In about one-half of these States• the major

impetus toward organizing the prol1'.ram cRme from individue.l
physicians or r,roups of physicians, and in all these States, the
pediatricians hP-.ve supported the progrern.s whole-heartedly.
The responses to the letters written to different States contained the information thet in addition to the 19 states who
132

have flporoved pror:rams, Denver, Colorado has a local pro!".rem
82

in Denver only and New York State is cerryinp: along a. limited
proii:ra.'ll and intends to expend it as soon e.s personnel are
available.

Idaho, wnich has had an approved progn•m, has

temporarily discontinued it.

New Jersy, Indiana, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, North Caroline, Nortn Dakota, and r'uerto Rico are pla.iminr,
to start prorrams in the near future or ~s soon as they can
get personnel.

Delaware hos reco~nized ~he need for such a

pro~rem and has done some investigative work in the problem
wnich will probably lead to the f'orr1ation of a pro~rrun.
Fourteen of the nineteen States which have approved
pro,,.rams, serve a li:nited area--from one to ~en counties; two
others, Rhode Isls.nd and the District of Columbia, serve their
entire arees, which are, of course, smell.

The other three

Ste.tes, Connecticut, Iowa, and Oklahoma, offer some service
on a State wide basis, but there is concentretion of effort
around certain local areas where the comcttnity resources are

----
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partic1larly favorable.

The purpose of limiting the aree

covered br the grogrruns is to make as r-ood use as possible of
the limited funds available.

Only those areas are included

where the need is ?:res.test s.nd in them a progra.."!l of good and

complete care. includin~ good medical, medical-social, and
nursing services and facilities for adequate diagnostic, hospital, and sanatorial care and after-care, is or~snized.
In the followin!!'. pages, ~a.ch State proi;rrun will be
discussed in detail.

As the information presented is derived

from personal communications, it is impossible to present some
of the pro~rams as completely as it would be desired.

Some of

the information obtained ,-,as sketchy e.nd from some no
informe.tion was obtained.

In these instemces, information

from the "Proceedin~s" of the Conference on Rheumatic Fever,
which was held in Washin~ton, D. C. in 1943, has been used in
an attempt to present at least some facts about each pro~ram.

.....,,

.....,,
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Iowa Rheumatic Fever Pro~ram
The rheumatic fever pro~re.m in Iowa is a part of the
State Services for Crip~led Children which was instituted by

the United States Children's Bureau in 1936.

In this program

all children with any cripplin~ condition or children with
rheumatic fever, rheumatic heart disease or chorea, and all
children with diabetes• harelip and cleft palate e.re included.
There are two public health nurses on the staff.

The

State is divided in half end one nurse works the west half end
the other works in the east half.

Their duties a.re to set

'lP

clinics in the various counties end to work with the local
public heslth nurses in attemptin~ to follow out the recommendations.

There is one public health nurse in the main office

whose duty is to coordinate the work between the Hospital end
th~ local co11t~unities.
Ori~inally there were three Medical Social Workers
on the Service; two of them worked in conjunction with the two
public health nurses end one remained in the Hospital as a
liaison officer.

Now, only one is le!'t, the other two having

~one from the Service.
There is one redstered Orthopedist and two Pediatricians
on the Service.

No work is done in any county unless upon in-

vitation by the county Medical Societies.

The doctors refer

the handicapped children to the clinics end are present at
the examination of their patients whenever it is possible.
ports are sent to the family physicians after the clinic and

'-'
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then, of course, the public health nurse end Medical Social
Worker follow through to make sure that ell recormnenda.tions a.re
carried out.
There a.re 36 counties which heve invited the State
rhe.unetic fever clLsics to work in their areas.
a.re served by thirteen clinics.

These counties

The children eli~ible for

care a.re those under 21 years of a~e.
The work is coordineted with the State Rehabilitation
Department and an attempt is me.de to place the physically hendicapped so that they :!lay be able to ce rry on as normal an
existence as is possible.

Visi tinr: tee.chers are not always

available for the patients but the State of Iowa does have the
tea.cha.phone which has been used quite extensively.
As

the pro~rrun is under the Iowa State Board of

Education, the University functions as the central point of the
service and consequently there is oplJortunity of carryin!?: on

undergraduate as we 11 a.i=; po sta-re..duate education on the subject
of rheumatic fever.

In a rural area, the need for close rela-

tionship with the practicin~ family physician cennot be overemphasized.
In planning for handicapped children who are admitted
to the Children's Hospital in Iowa, as soon as a patient is
admitted, the parents are referred to the hospital social
worker.

At that point, plans are be~un for the child's dis-

char~e because the opinion is held thet no netient snould be
1<:~pt in the hospitf<l lon~er than is actually necessary.

...,,
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cese is tnen referred to the field soci~l worker on the service
so the.t she may call on the locel sociol worker and nurse when
she is in the community to interpret the patient and his needs
to them.

Often the field and local socie.l workers ~o to11;ether

to the child's home so thet they may learn more about the situation there an<l be in a better position to plan together for
the child.

These community and nome contacts are reported to

the hospital social worker and the doctors in the conferences.
Iowa also has a school in the Children's Hospital.
When the child is able to do school work, he is either taken
to the classroom or he receives bedside tea.chin~ in the hospitaL.
When he ~oes ',ome • he me.y have a visiting: teacher provided by
the locel school.

Transportation for the handicapped to and

from school is provided by local school boards if the child is
able to attend school.

The "teachaphone," which is frequently

provided, is a radio-like instrument that is set up in the
classroom and connects with the child's room.
cla~s ri~ht from his bed.
those asked by the teacher.

He may attend a

He may ask questions and enswer
This system is set up by the

local telephone compRny and the cost is ~eid for by the locel
school board.

The instrument is either lent to the school by

the State Department of Public Instruction or the school may

buy it outri...:ht.
When the child goes back to his home, he is placed

lmder the im.>-rJ.edie.te supervision of his home physicia,,. to whom
a detailed report is always sent.

"-'

The families are carefully--
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instructed that if the child develops e respiratory infection,
he is to be put to bed immediately and the family physician is
to be consulted.

If the child has a sore throat, or if some

other member of the family has a sore throat, the physician is
ur~ed to use sulfanilamide therapy.

If, in the 09inion of the

physician, the child has any evidence of a recurrence, he can
be returned to the hospital at once.

The State trensportRtion

system can bring the child back to the central hospital from as
far as 250 to 300 miles, usually in 24 to 36 hours.
Iowa has a State appropriation of a million dollars
a year, prorated to all counties, for indigent service, including crippled c.'1ildren 1 s service and service to cardiac children.
When the quota is exhausted, the county may send as many additional cases at the seJne rate pe.id for directly by county funds;
so county, State, and Federal funds are available for the
prof:ram,
54 90

Oklahome. Rheumatic Fever Pro~ram
The Okla.home rheumatic fever program is under the
administrative direction of the Cklehome. Co:11.rnission for Crippled
Children,

It accepts children sufferin~ from rheumatic infec-

tions and from
conditions leadin~' to heart disease who offer a
reasonable expectation for improvement throu~h medjcel treatment, hospitalization, convalescent care and nursin~ supervision.
Primary consideration is ~iven to those sufferin~ from the
first attack.

'-'
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The rheumatic fever program is under the medical
supervision and direction of Dr. Clark H. Hall, cnief of the
pediatric staff a.t the Okla.home. Hospital for Crippled Children.
He is aided by a consultant cardiolo~ist and by a professional
advisory cor.imittee.

The active personnel include in addition

to the director, two part time pediatricians, the pediatric
resident a.t the Oklahoma. Hospital for Crippled Children, a
full time medical consultant and a senior steno/7'.repher.
Medical eligibility is determined in the outpatient
clinic of the Oklahoma Hospital for Crippled Cnildren or at
itinerant clinics.

Final decision on medical eli~ibility for

hospital care and follow-up care is ma.de by the director of
the rDeumatic fever service.
The rheumatic fever service attempts to intensify its
work e.round Oklahoma City end the immediate vicinity of the
Oklahoma Hospital for Crippled Children.
dia~nosis and care is refused, however.

No child referred for
It is recomized that

it is not desirable to encourage patients with rheumatic fever
to travel distances but this particular pror-rem is sponsored
by a~encies servin~ the entire state and medicBl ca.re cannot
be refused on a reorrrap."lical basis.

Also there are few facil-

:ities for special care elsewhere in the stete.

To meet these

problems better, itinerant clinics are held periodically in
strategic points and the pro~ra~ is extended through the cooper~tion of the county hea.l th uni ts and thro·,gh home nursing
visits.
~

Two re~ular itinerant clinics ere held e.t two cities

""'
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where a number of patients are centered end where the health
units are particularly active and are anxious to cooperate in
plannin~ and holding these clinics.
The medical-sociel consultant's headquarters are at
the Oklahol'fla Hospital for Crip;)led Children, but she is available for consultation or direct service to other areas.

Social

workers in the department of public welfare and child welfare
workers are utilized to obtain social data, nome studies, or
to help work family, social, emotional or behavior problems
which ere interferin~ with the petient's medical treatment.
A

edical-social consultant has been added to the stAte voca-

1

tional rehabilitation department recentl:,r and snould be valuable
in adequate vacatione.l olanninf!:.
Children are referred to the rneumatic fever clinic
from various sources.

Many are orought to the pediatric clinic

for some other reason, frequently infected tonsils and upper
respiratory infections, and are found to have a ca.rdiec condition, rheu:rne.tic fever, chorea or potentiel heart disease.
County heAlth physicians and private physicians are becoming
:nore and more aware of the implications of rheumatic fever and
are referrinl!: a stee<iily increasinfl.'. number of pe.tients to this
specialized service.
Field nurses with the Oklahoma Commission for Crippled
Children ruid the public health nurses wit'l the state health
department e.re the source of nany referrals.
1

JJuolic welfare

workers and child welfare workers freouen~ly send children to

'-'

the specie.l clinics for exe.,-nination.
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A complete physical examination, medical history
and case work-up are the prerequisites for referral to the
special rheumatic fever clinic.

All children ere cleared

throuirh the outpatient pedietrics clinic at the Okla.home. Hospital for Crippled Children or if the patient is over 13 yea.rs
of ~~e. throu~h medicine clinic, unless the patient has oeen
examined at one of the special dia~nostic itinerant clinics.
The number of children ex~mined in the special
rheumatic fever clinic which meets once a week is li~ited and
each patient is f!'.iven an appointment.

Here he has further

examinations, laboratory work and dia~nostic tests.

The facil-

ities of the University end Crippled Children's hospitals
are available.

Acutely ill patients are recomrnended for

entrance to the hospital from the clinic.

Others who are

makin~ satisfactory prop:ress are given home care instructians
and definite return appointments.
As patients often come a long distsnce it is necessary
for them to arrive in Oklahoma City on the precedin~ dpy in order
to report to the clinic by 8:30 AaM.

In such instances, over-

ni;1:ht CB.re is arra.n~ed in local boardinir homes e.nd paid by the
Co:mnission funds.
Patients a.dmi ·. ted to the Oklahoma Hospital for
Crippled Children e.re placed accordin~ to age, s x end color a
Medical treatment includes all the necesse.ry routine end special
le.bore.tory work.

__,

If there is a complication, a. consultation

is requested of the service indicated by the trouble.
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At the time of the patient's dismissal from the
hospital. an instruction blank is completec by the physician,
checked by the director Rnd is ~iven to the parent by the
medical-social consultant.
Convalescent home care for children who need an extended p,3riod of supervision after tney have recovered from an
ecute attack of r~eum.atio fever is arranged at the Children's
Welfare Lea~ue Conve.lesoent Home located at BethA.ny.

A rep.:-

i stered nurse is in ohar~e e.nd the home has a ce.paci ty of 30 beds.
The diets are under the supervision of the department of dietetics of the University hospitals.

A

teacher provides school

work for the patients; occupational therapy or busy work is
supervised by an attenctant.

The program Rt the convalescent

home is fairly co;nplete ruid the care 1;iven the rheumatic fever
end heart patients is satisfactory and relieves the hospital
si tue.ti on.
Convalescent care for colored patients is given at a
boardini; .'1ome located near the nospi tel.

Medical and social super-

vision is ~iven the patients placed there.
Foster end boarding homes used are supervised by the
c 1,ild welfare division.

Foster .'lomes ere a pe.rt of their prof!:rAm

and children w~o need this type of care are referred to thet
divisio21.
Arran~ements for follow-up ce.re e.re me.de by the
medical-social consultant under the supervision of the director.
The field nurses of the Colll.nission and the nurses with the state
department are used to fe.cilite.te the follow-up work.

'-"
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At the time the patients are s~en in the clinics or
admitted to -the hospital, the perent or guardian is interviewed
by the medical-social consultant to secure social information
and to determine the attitude of the parents toward the child's
illness.

At this time arrangements for convAlescent ca.re are

made if necessary.
The medical-social consultant keeps in touch with the
parents of hospital patients on visiting days and by writing
to them.

The medical-social implice.tj_ons of the illness e_re

interpreted from time to time and every effort is made to secure
the parents and family's cooperation in the medical and social
plan.

The medical-social consulta_t, with the assistance of

other a~encies, determines the ability of the family to care for
the patient when he is resdy to return to his own home.

She

discusses the doctor's recommendations with the perents giving
them a copy of the reco;nm.ended diet list.

If e. social agency

is interested in the patient, a report is sent to them et the

time of dismissal.

All rheumatic fever patients a.re referred

at the time of discherf!e to the county health unit or Commission
field nurse for nursing supervision.
Field nurses with the Oklahoma Commission for Crip~led
0

Children visit the homes of the children with rheumatic fever
periodically to aid the parents in carrying out medice.l recommende_tions.

They also ~ive consul te.tion service to the public

health nurses in the county health units who are assuming the
the nursing supervision of t~e children in their districts.

'-'
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In co~nties where there is no unit the field nurses of the
Commission give nursing supervision.
The physicien's referral blank containing instructions
for home care is sent to the field nurse at the time the ,:,atient
is dismissed.

After her visit the uurse seuds a report to the

Oklahoma HosJital for Crippled Children where it is reviewed by
the medics.l director.
Followina: the examine.tions e.t the i tinere.nt clinic,
a conference is held and each individual patient is discussed.
The clinio.steff,_oounty health nurses, Commission field nurse,
medicel-socie_l consultant, and director of county welfare department participate.

At that time plans are outlined for the cere

of each patient who was examined.

Individual needs ere pointed

out and health and welfare arencies accept their respective
responsibilities.
Transportation of rneumatic children is handled the
same as that of other crippled children in the stete.
train tickets are available at one-half fare rate.

Bus and

Automo0ile

and ambulance transportation can be arran~ed when necessary.
When indicated a patient's educational proJlem is
taken up with school authorities.

Every effort is made to en-

coura"'e pAtients to secure as ::1.uch ,".eneral education es possible.
Tre.inine:: and vocetiona 1 problems are referred to the State
Department of Rehabilitation and an effort is made throurh
close cooperation to interest him in a feasible vac,:itiou and to
secure the traininr necessRry for the satisfactory completion

'-'

of his prol"ram.
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The services of e child guidance clinic has been
av~ilable but is temporarily discontinued due to the wartime

demands on the psychiatrist.

A psycholo~ist is employed by the

ste.te child welfare end is available for consulte.tion when
needed.
The pedie.tric staff holds rel".ular meetings that ere
devoted to the study of rheumetic fever and its problems.

Members

of the rheumatic fever staff 'discuss phases of the prorre.m before collnty medical societies.

They also appea.r before civic

and welfare organizations pointinp: out the prevalence of rheuma.tic fever and the importance of early discovery, dia~nosis
and treatment to prevent dama~e.

A pa.'llphlet he.s been prepared

to p:ive the parents a better understandinp: of the disease end
its problems.

The public health nurses study rheumatic fever

and nursing; care in rheumatic fever et the re,rular staff meetin~s.
At present en outline for study of rheumatic fever is being
prepared for use in staff education meetings with the county
nurses.

Effort is beinp: made to secure a public health nurse

with speciel pediatric training who can serve as special consultant to ste.ff nurses and to r,urses of the various hee.lth units.
The Children's Welfare L"a~e of Oklahoma City, whioh
operates the convalescent hom~ is makin~ plans to build a new
convalescent home, with special effort made to meet the needs
of the rheumatic fever ~roup.
Thenci a.re 39 coimties with healt, units, and of the
total 241 patients whose records ere now on file, 181 come--from

"'611
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these counties; the other 38 counties furnish 60 p~tients.
There are also two clinics out in the State which examine
children referred by health units which ~o through the schools
in their counties.

They send any child suspected of having

rheumatic fever to the clinic which screens out the a.ctua.l
cases.

If these patients need hospital care or even out-

pa.tient-depertment c~re, they ere sent to Oklahoma City.
Close contact is kept with the patient by having the
c11othe, report in writinr. e.t very frequent intervals.

If the

patient isn't doin~ well, steps can be taken either to get him
back into the hospital or to arrfllll!'.e for care with the county
heF1lth unit.

In ca..se of colds, the private physician takes

char~e or if ther6 is no private physician, the county health
unit takes care of the situation.
In Oklahoma the prorra.m. is widespread and sulfa.nile.mide
prophylaxis could '.Ot be used throup.:hout the State.

If its use

is started, it vdll be only used in and around Okla.home. City so
thet the children me,y be brou~ht in for the necessary examinations and laboratory work et frequent intervals.

They do not

think it is feasible to adopt this treat'!lent throughout the
State due to danger of toxic reactions when there is not adequate
supervision.

.,.,,,,,,
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Nebraska Rheumatic Fever Pro~ram

The Nebraska rheumatic fever pro~ram serves the ereas
of Dou~las end Sarpy co'Jnties.

These two adjoinin~ counties with

an area of 565 square miles end a total population of 258,397

provide a combination of urban and rural, industrial and a~ricultural populations.

A further reason for choosin~ this area

was the presence of excellent hospital and medical facilities,
public heal th nursing services, end other necessary elements
in e pro~rem for childr~n with rheumatic fever.
Children residinp: within this area who have rheumatic
fever or are suspected of heving: rheumatic fever or conditions
leadin~ to rheUI!l!'.tic fever, are accepted for diagnosis and if
found to be in need of tr~atment, are accepted for complet,
continuous service.

These children must be under 21 end they

are accepted for treatment only after a formal application for

service has been m~de by the child's parent or ~aurdie.n.
Every child is admitted to the clinic for consultation and
dia.P-nostic services whose parent or local physician requests
that service be ~iveQ.
The applici.;tion, plus the medic<il and social data
are referred to the Sta-ce Department of Assistence, Crippled
Children's Services.

If the child is elidble a.nd if it is

deterni:ned that needed care ce.nnot be provided throu~h the
family's own resources, care is authorized.

Economic eli~ibility

for medical care is determined by evaluating; the financial
situation e.nd liabilities of the child's family in rela.tionship-,

'-'
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to the cost of needed care.

The evalue.tio:i of economic date is

ma.de by the Medical-social Worker.

The niedicel services rend-

ered not only apply to rheurrwtic fever and recurrences, but to
other conditions directly or indirectly related to the rheum~tic
fever itself and to the ~eneral health of tre child.

The pro~re.m is administered throu~h the State Board
Control by the Cripi:)lec' Children's Services, a division of
the Department of Assistance.
provided

b'

Administrative direction is

the Actin!!'. Chief of the Division of Cripple<'!

Children's Services.
The Crippled Children's Advisory Com".'littee serves as
advisory com~ittee to this pro~ram.

This is a statuatory

committee of 10 members appointed by the Governor for overlappin~ terms.

In aridition to the re~ularly appointed members,

other in<livid.uals hevin~ special interest or knowled{':'e of the
rheumatic fever problem ~re asked to attend the meetin~s and
participate ~n the ciscussion and reco--nmendetions.

Consaltation

is soug:ht from the con:cultents of the Children's Bureau on
administretive, medical, medical-social and public health nursin~
problems.
The Director of Crippled Children's Services has
ieneral ad~inistrative responsibility for the pro~re.m.

He is

not res~onsivle for medical or hospital treatment except so far
as is necessary to insure that the provisions of the plan a.re
beinr carried out.

He recommends to the Board of Contr8l such

policies as are considered necessary for carryin~ out the plan

'-'
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and is responsible fo!' edministre.tion of policies which a.re
so established.

He recommends personnel to be employed and

services to be provided under the plan.

The supervisor of

medic11l-soci0l work on the State staff acts in a supervisory
cepe.city to the medical-social worker as ree'.ards case work
procedures.

The administrative duties of the medicPl-socie.l

worker are airected by the Director of Crippled Children's
Services.
The public health ,,ursin~ consultent acts in a
consultative capacity to the local public health nurses, who
provide public health nursin~ services.
Children are referred by p ysiciens who discover them
in their private )ractice end in schools, hospitals, clinics,
etc.

Additional sources of referrals are public hee.lth person-

nel, school ,urses and tee.chars, social welfe.re B/1'.encies, and
parents.

Ot,er childr:.;n in the families of those known to heve

rheumatic fever are exemined.

Some chilcren with rheumatic

fever ere fo md oy the attending pediatricians in the crippled
1

children's clinics.
The pediatrician who is responsible for mediMl cere
of the cnildren in this pro~ram must be one who has served an
approved internship and has been certified es~ spu·ialist oy
the A.--nericrcn Board of Pediatrics or who is eli!dble for such
certification.

He is employed on a pa.rt-tiri.e salary basis and

is res .onsible for the conduct of the clinics, includin~ examination, die.,i:nosis, e.nd recommendations for medical follow-up.

..._,

He is also res)onsible for "!ledice.l care of C'lildren in hospitals, convA.lescent

FP'.ld

foster horn.es, and their own homes.
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Consultation services are eve.ila.ble witho 11t e.dditional cost
from members of the medice.l staff of the University Dispensary
end Ho spi te.1.
A medical-social worker, employed by the Stete a~ency,

is re::;ponsible for rneetine: the medical-social needs of these
children.

She is responsiole for handlin!". referre.ls r.nd all

medical-social case work in connection with the progr~a.

She

also acts in an administrative cape.city in that she or11:e.:1izes
end plens the medical-social aspects of the pros:ra.m.

She visits

in the homes of children in the area served a.swell as supervises children placed for convAlescent cere.
clinic appointments.

She also schedules

She is required to heve e.t least one

year of treinin~ in a P.:reduate school of social work with an
ep :Jroved medical-social work curriculum end e.t lee.st two years
1

of successful full-time paid professional employment in the performs.nee of medical-social work in en ei;!'.ency of e.ccepta.ule
standa.rds.

This position is a 1proved b, the Chief of the U.

S. Children's Bureau.

The se.me Merit System rules and re~u-

letions es pertainin~ to other services for Crippled Children
personnel apply to this position.

It is hoped that as the

pro~re.m develops• t11is worker will have to provide .Less direct
service to these cnildren a.nd can dele!!ate much of it to local
public and private agencies.

Then she would act as e. consultant

in develo}in1s end improvin~ these loca.:. CO''lI!lUnity services.
Public hero 1th nursine: service in the city of Oma he.
is pro;ided by the Omaha Visiting Nurse Association.

For ser-

vice to Dourlas county outside of Omaha, two public health
~
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nurses employed by the Douglas county com~issioners, but workinP-: under the technical direction of the Omaha Visiting Nurse
Association.

In Sarpy county, service is provided by public

hee.l th nurses of the Cass-Sarpy Heal th Unit.
The local public health nursef, carry out all the

usual functions of a µublic health nursin~ service, including
home visits• clinic Pttendance ,. or the purpose of securin1;
and tre.nsmitting medical information, bedside ca.re when i dicated, interpretation of the clinician's orders and recommendations, etc.

They participate in post-clinic conferences,

and assist the clinician and medical-social worker in planning
the treatment profram, including rehabilitation when such assistance is needed.

The Public Health Nursing Consultant on

the State staff provides consult1mt service on request, end
periodically reviews service beinf! provided to see that it
conforms with e.ccepted ste.nde.rds of rheumatic fever ·;,roe:rems.
At least two clinics a month ere held for ch:Udr"'n
cominh ,,i t"lin the scope of th-, 9lA.n.

These ere held in the

University of nebre.ska out-patient cHnic.

Comi:ilete histor'",

physical ex~mination, and laboratory examinations and tests
ere provided.

Not more than four children are essh:ned to clinic

in e1y one hour who must be seen by the attendine: pedietricien.
A :nedicel-sociel worker e.nd a public health ·nurse are present
e.t e.11 clinics.

A Jost-clinic conference is held at which

medical and social plans for the children are discus~ed.

...,,

At

9resent, clinics are hek only at the University Dispensary.
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If facilities ere made e.v8.ile.ble, some clinics may be held in
the rurel portions of the aree later on.
Hospita.l care is provided e.t the University of Nebraska
Hospital and convalescent cere is provided at the Hattie B.
Munroe Conva.lescent home.
Children ready for dischar~e from the hospital or
convalescent home end une.ble for medical or social reasons to
return to their ov.m ho,n.es are cared for in foster homes.
Decisions re~ardin~ supervision of the child in the foster home
is made on an individual be.sis by the medice.l social worker and
the child-plecin~ agency.

Services for Cripnled Children assume

financia.l resoo ,sibili ty for foster home care as long a.s the
child is under medical supervision in the rheumatic fever clinic.
If later permenent placement should become necessary, transfer
of financial respo"sibility would be e.r::-anged throu1sh local
ai:!:encies.
Service in the child I s own ho1n.e includes dia.~nosi tc
service for the child who is physically unable to attend clinic
and treatment for the cnild with rhe,,matic fever or other illness if he can be well cared for in his own home.

The services

of the medice.1-social worker a.re availshle in attemptine: to
meet personal end environmental difficu.ties which ma.y occur
in the child's Home •
Transportation is in most cases pr,ovided by the child's
family or other local a~encies.

._,.

If necessary. transportation

including a:nbu Lsnce services is provided by the State agency.
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The Nebraska. statutes provide for the ad .cation of a
hendice.pped C'lild at the expense of his school district.

Child-

ren in the Oma.he school district are pr•'lvided with educationel
facilities throu~h visitin, teachers.

The Nebraska Crippled

Children's Society assists in seeinr, that all cnildren under
this pro,,.rem receive the educational facilities which they need.
It also furnishes a car for the public health nurse.
Children who require vocetionel ~uidance ere referred
to the Nebraska Department of Vocational Education.
28 49 41
Rhode Island Rheumatic Fever Pro~rrun
The rhe,anatic fever program is e.dministered by the
Medical Director of the Division of Maternal and Child Health.
The proi?ram is suJported by a Federe.l rrant, and e.11 monies
received are used for the treatment and care of the children
sufferine: from rheumatic fever or rneumatic hee.rt disease with
the exception of a clerk end laboratory technician whose salaries are ,)aid from this fund.
There are five permanent clinics et strete~ic points-fo,.ir in urbe.1. centers and one .1n a semi-rural area.

These clinics

are held in out-p8.tient depe.rt:nents of hospitals, where e fluoroscope is 1se•orally available, or in local nursing orgar-ization
querters.
All children under 21 suffering from rheume.tic fever,
who are not under the care of a 9rivate ,.;hysicien, a.re eligible
for complete care, the_t is, attendance at clinic, and hospital,
convalescent and foster home care if deemed necessary by the

'wl
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physician.

All children carried on the pro~reJll are entitled

to medice.l c&re, that is home visits by practising physicians.
_,_

if the child's condition warrants.

Private practisin~ physicians

may refer cases for complete care as outlined ebove, or may
refer a child to the rheumatic fever clinic for die.e:.nosis.

If

a child is referred for die.rr.nosis, reconnnendatio• s as to the

die.~osis and treatment are transmitted to the physici~n.
Children are referred from various sources, private doctors,
nurses (school, VNA and State), social welfare departments,
hospital clinics.

Usually a diagnosis of rheumatic fever has

been previously made.
The educetional problem durinr illness is covered in
two ways:

if the children are ill in their own home, there are

home teachers, and if ill in a hospital ,md need teaching service, tnis is available in most of the hospitals.

If the child

is in a convalescent institution, public education is available.
Also the cooperation of the State Division of Rehe.bilitetion
he.s ueen obte.i1,ed for training; anci some vocational ~uidence.
In addition the State Departm8nt of Social Welfare and the local
school facilities are available for vocational ~uidence with
the school age ~roup.
Gettinp: foster home care for those children who
would benefit by this type of individual cere is worked out with
e

child ple.cing ag:ency.

The foster-home workers attend the

clinic, they hear the doctor's recommende.tion, end they decide
upon the type of nome best suited for the c~ild.

When the

child is placed in a foster home, the a~ency worker, the clinic

'W"
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medice.1-socia.l worker, the foster mother• and the mother of
the c ild all sit down with the doctor and discuss the.t particular child and his needs.
The :naternal e.nd child-heal th consul tent in ,_utrition visits certain nomes of these rheumatic children weekly,
and sees each individual mother.
cni~d is discussed.

The dietary history of each

The nutritionist doesn't emphasize the

child's diet but takes into consideration the diet of the
w~ole family and tries to adjust the family diet to the child's
needs.
About two

ears before the Federal prorram for rheu-

matic fever was started, e. public campaie:n was started to increase
interest in and s~ow the malirnancy of this disease.

As a re-

sult of the interest displayed by various groups, the Children's
Heart Associe.tion of Rhode Island was or~e.nized, co.1sist,ing of
medical men, nurses, social-service wor\cers, lay people, and
the- clergy.

Exc~llent publicity was obte.ined from a lea;;inp-

newspaper end this all helped to make the Federal rroFrrun e.
success when it was ste.,ted.
27

Minnesota Rheumatic Fever Prorram
Minnesota's plan for the car~ of rheumatic children
with the hel;) of Federal .funds, was approved in February, 1942.
Is is e_dmini stered by the Section for Cr ip,)led Children of the
Menicel Un~t of the Division of Social Wel.fare.

Children under

the age of twent ;-one with he a.rt disease or conditions lea.din?; __...,
~

.,_

to heart disease are eli~ible for care.

The child must reside

'-'
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in the limited area which is served which includes six counties,
Hennepin, Ramsey, McLeod, Carver, Dakota, an<i Scott.

Emphasis is ~iven to the care of children with
rheumatic fever or rheumatic heart disease because of the
opportuni.tes for preventive health measures with this g:roup
and the need of continued care for a long period of time.
Di891ositc services are available to all children livinii: in
the desi~nated area, but treatment is ~iven only when the
family is unable to provide adequate private care.

The approv-

al of the family physician must be obtained ,~efore the child
is referred to the heart clinic.
A pediatricien, who has been certified by the Amer-

ican Boa.rd of Pediatrics is directly responsible for th, medical ca,·e of these children in all stages of treatment. whether
in the clinic, hospital, convalescent home, foster home, or the
child's own home.

A public health nurse is responsible for

the public health nursine: services in the heart pro~rrun.

She

works with the public heel th nurses in the desie:ne.ted area. in
locetin?: children with potential or aotual heart conditions,
in assisting: pa.renti=: with erran9:Al!lEmts for medical cere .. e.nd in
supervisin~ home care following dischar~e from the hospital.
In counties in which there are no public health nurses. she
~ives direct services to children who are in need of care or
are in need of supervision in their homes.

A medical-social

worker dves considerat;on to the social needs of these children.

'-"

She may ~ive direct services to the patient and the family.

or she may deletate these services to a local social agency.
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A clinic is held each Tuesdey morninP: at the Children's
Hospital, to provide diagnostic services and follow-up care.
The clinic is conducted by the pediatrician.

The medical-

social worker end the public health nurse are present.

Only

six to Pi~ht children are ~iven appointments for the half-day
session, thus makinr it possiole for ea.ch child to he.ve a thorou~h work-up, including medical history, physical examination,
social history, and laboratory tests.
Hospital care is provided for the children durinr
acute illness.

This care is ~iven at the Children's Hospital,

St. ~aul, under the direct supervision of the pediatrician in
che_r~e of the heF,rt program of the Bureau for Cri:,:ipled Children.
The medical-social worker of the heart prol1'.ra.m also continues
direct se.vice to the children in the hospital.

Thus, con-

tinuity of medical end social care is assured.

Convalescent

care is a.l~o !!iven at Childrens Hospital under the same supervision as hospital care.

Special provision for recree.tion end

education for these children is ma.de in th~, form of planned
play activities, library service, end bedside tea.chin~.
Foster home care is arranged for children who do not
require furth~r hospital care, w!lose homes a.re not suitable for
continued rest or ere too far from the clinic for close medical supervision.

All arran~ements for foster home care a.re

made throu~h the Bureau of Placements of the Child Welfare
Unit of the Division of Social Welfare.

Supervision of the

of the cnild in the foster home is assumed by the Bureau o~-

.....,,

Ple.cements.
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Ce.re in the child' s own hom:ci is important because
there may be many adjustments necess~ry in the nome sivue.tion

to meet any personal and environmental cifficulties which obstruct treatment end care of the cuild.

Efforts to meet these

difficulties a.re ~a.de, either by the personnel of the Bureau
for Crippled Children or by other local or State ae:encies,
with joint ple.nnin~ by the pediatricien, medical-social worker,
and the public health nurse of the Buree.u for Crippled Children.
Vocational ~uida.nce is provided for the older children
wno have ce.rdie.c de.me.ge and must limit their activities.

This

service is e.rrene:ed throu!!;h the State Depf!.rtment of' Vocational
Rehabili te.tion.
Within the last six months, a pl~n for convalescent
care for pe.tients,well enou~h to be up for meals and two to
four hours per day but not yet well eno 1 lgh to p:o home, has
been me.de with a private hospital in Minneapolis.
for examination of siblin~s has been completed.
done either

by

Also a plan
This may be

the referrinr physiciA.n or by the heart clinician..

Minnesota. stresi::es the fa.ct the.t the private physician
should refer the cases to the pro_;,:re.m.

The reason is thrt

Minnesota is e. fairly rural State and the pro,~rrun cannot handle
the patient for the rest of nis life, so tney must have a private physician to whom he can be sent for follow-up.

....,,
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South Carolina Rheumatic Fever Pro~ram
The Rheumatic Fever Program is administered under the
direction of the CC Division of the Sout Caroline State Board
of Health.

Children under·the age of twenty-one with heart

disea.se or conditions leading to heert disease are eliP"ible
for care.

lmy child havin!; or suspected of having heart disee.se

or conditions leading to heart disease is eligible to attend
the diar.:nostic clinic regardless of :iis financial status.

This

mAY be on a voluntary be.sis or by referral throuf!:h physicians,
health departments, or other aiencies; provided that application is made through the State Board of Health so that proper
re~istry way be obtained; and, provided that an appointment is
made with the physician in charge of the rheumatic fever clinic.
.Any

case recommended by the rheunwtic fever dia~nostic

c.Linic is eligible for treatment including hospital end/or convalescent care; provided the patient is medically needy and
resides within one of the seven counties included in the proi,:ram.
These seven counties include o,591 sque.re miles with a population of 215,508 whites a.nd 200,112 colored persons.
in the area has a full-time public health unit.

Each county

The area is

served by one medicel-socie.l worker and t},irty-three county

hee.l th nurses.

In e.ddi tion, there are sodel workers operating

under the irnnediete direction of the State Board of Health.
There are three pediatricians and a. cardiolo~ist.
One pediatrician is located in Florence end is in charge of
the Convalescent Home.

'-I

The other members of the professional
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staff e.re located in Charleston.
is provided.

One medioe.1-social worker

At lea.st one nurse assists in the clinics.

A

specieli zed ,urse with training end experience is bedly needed.
It is proposed to have one of the nurses take special training
in the subject of rhAumatic fever this fiscel year.

It is fur-

ther proposed to have a Medical Social Worker employed on
the state level for the ~eneral crippled children pro~re.m.
She will sup:rvise all medical-social work of the entire program.
A rheumatic fever dia~nostic clinic is held w ekly.

It is attended by two pedice_tricians, a cardiologist, medicelsociel worker and at lee.st one nurse.

A diernostic fee of

~.l. 50 is paid which includes e.11 laboratory procedures, including fluoroscopy and cardiograp:1y but does not include X-ray
plates.

X-ray films ere paid fo~ on the basis of tl.50 to

$3.00 accordin~ to the size of the film.

For the child who is acutely ill hospitalization is
furnished if he is medically needy.
for on

e.n

Hospita.lization is pe.id

all-inclusive rate, which is the seme sum used for

all crippled children.

There is one hoi:pite.l servin~ under

this plen e.nd an Infirmary to be used in case of an emergency.
For the child who needs prolon~ed rest in bed, provision may
be made for trensportstion to the Convalescent Home in Florence,
or he may be sent to one of the foster homes or may be sent
nome, if environmental conditions warrant.

These decisions are

made by the attending physician in consultation with the medical-social worker.

....,

per day, per case.

Foster Homes are paid e.t the rnte of f'l. 50
The Convalescent Home 12.00 per day, per ce.se.
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Follow-up care is provided throu~h the medical-social
worker, the district orthopedic nurses and.county health nurses.
Proper travel is e.llowed for this service and also for the
pediatricians to make as frequent visits as is necessary to the
convalescent, foster or private homes. whatever the cese may be.
Trensportetion is usually provid8d by the medicalsocial worker, the county or district nurses, the family, or
welfare agencies.
cents per mile.

Tre.vel is reimbursed on the be sis of five
The South Caroline Crippled Children's Society

has offered to furnish home teachers. which will give full
school credit.

The South Carolina Convalescent Home has full-

time teachers, who are paid by the State Board of Education.
No provisions are made for vocational guidance except for those
children who he_ve reached the age of' sixteen.

They are re-

ferred to the Department of Vocatione.l Rehabilitation under the
State Department of Education.

The State Welfare Department

has branches in practically all counties of the State and
cooperates fully within the scope of their pro~ra~.
The Pediatric Seminar, which is held annually at
Saluda, North Carolina, has included in their schedule this
year a Symposium on Rheumatic Fever.

It is planned in the

early fall to hold e two-dey Rheumatic fever Institute for
nurses and health officers.

It is also planned that staff

_ members attend some post-graduate school or et lee.st visit
some other established e.l!;ency administering: a rheumatic fever
progrem among the lay ~roups.
\-,I

It is proposed to secure

'-'
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part-time services of a technician workin~ at the McLead Infinniiry in Florence or the pe,rt-time services of e. technician
working: at the Florence County Hee_lth Department for leboratory
work for these patients.
47

Vir!".inia Rheumatic }<"ever Pror,ram
The Vir~inie. State pro~rrun for children with rheums.tic fever end heart dise_ase was put inot operation Mayl, 1~40.
It was decided to develop services for only a smell area of the
State so that even with a limited bud~et the service extended
to the individual child mi~ht be complete.

This pro~rem is

administered ~nder the Crippled Children's Bureau of the State
Depertment of Health.

The full-time services of a pediatrician

who is the director, a public-health nursing consultant, a medical-social consultant, a clerk, end the part-time consultant
services of e. cardiologist are paid for by the Crip?led Children's
Bureau; the part-time services of e. technician are pa.id for by
the Medical Colle~e of Virginia.
All cnildren under 21 yeers of' ege are elirible for
clinic examination end follow-up, and all children under 16
years of a~e who are in need of thA services are also eli~ible
for hospital end convalescent-home care.

A

patient accepted

before his sixteenth birthdfly remeins eligible for care until
he reaches the a.~e of 21 years.

Three counties are included in

the pro,·rrun at present.
When the prog:rrun started, cases were gleaned from the
files of the Medical College of Virginie. Out-Patient Dep~rtment
~
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and Hospital Divisions.

Private physicians as well as school,

city, and clinic physicians end all the locel nursing end
social al!':encies werP, informed concerninp; the program end asked
to refer cases.
appointment only.

All children, except in emergency, are seen by
If e_ private physician refers a cnild for

service, he specifies whether he wishes his patient to receive
dia~nostic service only or complete care.

Followin~ examina-

tion in the clinic, a prompt and detailed report is sent to
the referrin~ physician •
Clinics are held twice a week in the Out-Patient
Department of the Medical Coller·2 of Virdnie.

Ei,ht patients

are seen et each clinic session, some of them new patients,
some of them old.

The pedj e.tricie.n conducts the clinic and ex-

amines every patient.

In a clinic of this si:e it is possible

to exe.~ine each child thoroughly and to utilize special diagnostic procedures as indicated--fluoroscopic or electrocerdiogre.phic examine.ti ans, X-rays, clinical laboratory exPrn.ine.tions,
end special clinical consultations.

Arrangements are made for

these services, with the exception of X-rays and electrocardio~rems, in return for a flat clinic fee paid by the Crippled
Children's Bureau to the Medical Collere of Virr-inia.

Special

cases and certain new cases are seen by the consulting cardiolo~ist, upon request of the pedietricie.~,. in the clinic,
hospital, convi:>.iescent homes, and the pe.tients' own homes.
The public-health-nursinr consultant end the medical-social consultant are present at thf3 clinic.

.....,

Th~-public-
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health-nursin~ consultant uses the opportunities afforded-by
the clinic to familiarize herself with the hee_lth problems of
the patients and their f~~ilies end to help them deel with these
problems.

Since she is present e.t the 11edical examine_tion of

the children end thus has direct knowledge of the medice.l problems and the instructions ~iven to the children and their
relatives~ she is able to interpret the instructions to the
families and also to the local public-health nurses who ~ive
nursing care and health instruction in the homes.

Attendance

e.t the clinic enables the medical-sociel consultant to help

the fe_'!lilies with sociel oroblems reletec to the medical condition and to participate in plans for the o-ild whenever social
situations effect the medical plan.
Before a child meets his ap9ointment at the clinic,
the medical-social worker has ~athered together, either from
reports provided by sociAl agencies interested in the family
or from de.ta secured personally by visitino- the child's home,
information concerning the pntient's family and environment,
includin~ any indicPtions of the family's resourcefulness and
prooable adaptability in providing for both the f)hysical and
emotione.l needs of a sick child.

This informetio;• is T'lade

available to the pediatrician when the child comes to the
clinic.

The medical-social consultant, in turn, learns at the

clinic about the specific medical pronlern a_nd is thus able to
relate the medical and social factors effectinr the child's

care _in order to hel~ the social agencies in the community

'-1
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understand the social implications of the medical condition,
and to work with other members of the ,)rofe ssiona l staff and
with the social agencies in makin~ an effective plan for the
child's ca.re.
Acutely ill patients are hospi te.lized in the pedie.tric ward of the Medical Colle!!'e of Virginie. Hospital Divi1:doa,
where they remain under the care of the pediatrician on the

State rheumatic-fever program.
After the more acute symptoms have subsided and care
in the general hospital

is no longer necessary, the children

usually require a long period of bed rest, and during this
period they still need :rtedicel, nursing, and medical-social
supervision.

The pediatrician, medical-social consultant,

and public-health-nursing consultant decide, on the basis of
their knowled~e of the home situation, whether the needs of the
child can be satisfactorily met et nome or whether convalescent
ca.re in e.n institution i:s preferable.
If the child is sent home, the public-health-nursin~
consultant makes arran~ements for his nursin~ care by local
puulic-health nurses end ~ives consultation service concerning
this care.

Within the city limits the nurses of the Instructive

Vi-sitin/1.' Nurses 1 Association furnish bedside care and nursing
supervision, visitin~ the home two or three times weekly.

In

the surrounding; counties the ro unty public-health nurses visit
the home es often as possible and give nursin~ supervision.
either case the nurses are sent informetion concerning the

'-"
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patient by the public-health-nursing consultant on the State
staff.

In turnt dete.iled reports are sent be.ck to her on mimeo-

graphed forms which she has worked out in cooperation with the
other members of the professional staff.
It is the responsibility of the medical-social consultant to surervise the child's care from the socail point of view
and to give assistance needed to adjust social and environmental difficuldes, either directly or by coEsulta.tion with
social 8.!!;encies in the co"llJ'llunity.

All social ep:encies carryLJ.g

responsibility for any services to these children or their
families are kept currently informed of the child's pro~ress
and of eny che.n~es in the medical reco mendations that have implications for the child's ca.re e.nd adjustment in his own nome.
Reports of developments in the home situation received from the
social a~encies, may, in turn, contain significant social data.
havin~

8.

direct bearin)l'. on tne medical plans.

Throu~h the

Richmond public-school system :)lens have been completed. recently for securin~ a home teacher for children under care who
live within the city limits.
Children who cannot spend their convalescence at
nome are sent to the Crip2led Children's Hospital.

An arrange-

ment is me.de for the exclusive use of e. unit of four smnll rooms
an~ bRth where the petients mi~ht live but from which their beds
or chairs mir.ht be rolled to the schoolroom e.nd occupatio, altherapy shop.

Work is now being done in cooperation with the

occupa.tional-there.py department on

"-'
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prog:ram of rraded activity_
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for these children.

Convalescent facilities are available·--

for ei~ht Negro children in Richmond in e smell private hospital
for Ne,P.;roes.
and

A mature end experie.nced o?c""patione.l therapist

teacher has been obtained throu~h the De~artment of Education

of the Work Projects Administration for these convalescin~
patients.
Visiting by parents end older fe.mily members is
encoura~ed in both conv~lescent units.

Youn~er brothers and

sisters, when free from respir!'\_tory infections end sore throats,
are also allowed to visit on the lawns.
The child is discharged from the conve.lescent unit
only when the rheumatic infection has become entirely inactive,
except when a different plan of care is decided upon for medice.l
or social reasons.

After the child returns home, he is watched

carefully for eny recurrence of rheumatic infection.

The child

reports to the clinic every l to 3 months for medice.l examination.

The child reports to the clinic every 1 to 3 months for

medical examination.

The public-hee.lth-nursinr, consulte.nt ar-

ranges to have a public-health-nursing visit made to the nome
about once a month for heal th supervisinn and educe.ti on.

i~ usually done by the nity department of health nurse.

Thi111

The

medic~l-sociol consultant continues to he on the rlert for social situations which mi~ht hinder the child's proper oere.
Information re~arding the school child is sent promptly to the
school principal and school nurse to protect him not only from
undue exposure to colds and unwise ectivities but also from

'-"

over solicitude.
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The ste.ff holds conferences twice

H

week to discuss

medical, nursing, and social aspects of care of individual
children presenting specia.l problems end of every child scheduled to attend the clinic durin~ the current week.

By meens of

these conferences all the facts about the child known to the
staff are pooled end a coordinated plan is made for the care
or the child.
To further the interest in end inforruition about the
rheumatic-fever program, all members of the staff are available
at all times for talks before interested professional, student,
and citizen groups.

Considerable e~phasis has been placed on

the education of ·nedical st.tdents end nurses concerning the
problems of rheu."!18.tic fever e.nd heart disease in children, so
that they mir:ht be better prepared to hflndle the problems
when they meet them in medical and nursin~ practice.

Every

opportunity is taken to inform county health officers, publichealth nurses, physicians, welfare workers, and teachers about
the prof!:rem and to encourage them to report all known oases of
rheumatic fever and heart disease to the Crippled Children's
Bureau.
Maryland Rheumatic Fever Program
The purpose of the Maryland rheume.tic fever pror,rrun
is:

early diagnosis during the initial atteck of the disease,

referral of patients to special diagnostic clinics, examination
of siblings of rheumatic children, provision for institutional

....,,

care durin~ the period of active infection, educational and recreational activities for children confined to bed for lon~
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periods of time, and schooling for children with heart disease.
The Maryland pror;rrun is a pe.rt of Services for crippled Children, Maryland State Department of Health.

The

program is limited for the present to Anne Arundel County and
is conducted as part of the program of the county health unit.
Reg;ular cP-rdiac clinics ere held at sta-ced intervals and a.re
conducted by a pediatrician with special trainin~ in the care of
children ~1th heart disease and rheumatic fever.

The pedin-

trician is assisted bv a public h~alth nurse, a medical-social
worker (when one is available) and is p~ovided with clerical

assistance.
All patients referred to the clinic are given diernostic service regardless of their economic ste.tus.

Private

patients of ph~rsicians referred to the service are ,!".iven consultation service and the private physicians are re~uested
to be in atten,,ance.

Home consultation is offered to prive,te

physicians for their paid patients who are not able to trevel
between their homes end the clinics.
In~ ti ally this pro p:ram only hes one clinic center.
This is located at Annapolis under the auspices of the Anne
Arundel County Health Department and in cooperation with the
Cardiac Clinic, Harriet-Lane Home, Johns Hopkins Hospi tf!.l,
and as part of the Services for Crippled Children,
Maryland State Department of Hee.1th.
Patients e.re located by cooperation of priYe.te
physicians in reportin~ cardiac conditions in children among

'-'
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their clientele tmd furnishin~ information relative to families
in which rheumatic fever does or has existed; throu~h the regular medical exa.mination of schooJ children; and at the tuberculosis clinics, clinics for crippled children, and child
health clinics.

All discovered cases are referred to the cardiac

clinic and those a.cutely ill are ,ospitalized or have name consultation service.

Also as rheumatic fever is a reportable dis-

ease in Maryland, all deaths reported as due to rheumatic disease

or chronic rheumRtisq may be investi~ated for the purpose of
locatinis exi stin!!'. rhe .,me tic infection or obte.ininri; a history of
familial incidence.
Clinics a.re held et lel'!st twice a month in the county
health department and additional clinics flre also held in the
health centers

01·

the .Anne Arundel CoJD.ty Health Department.

Those cases requirin~ a more thorou~h examination are referred
to the main clinic at .Annapolis.
Patients with rheumatic fever or conditions leading
to heart disea.se who are ex!':\Illined at the cardiec clinic or
referred to the official State arency are admitted to hospital
service.

In cases where additional observation end le.borRtory

procedures are necesse.ry for diarnosis, in instances when the
child's residence makes it impracticable ~or him to return to
the clinic center for observation, and in cases where the
dia~nostic proolem is difficult and requires the opinion of one
or mor·o c:)nsultants, admission to hospital service is allowed.
Patients with acute rhenmatic fever are h,Jspitelized when the
~
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parent and attending physician's permission can be obtained.
Once accepted for care, the child will be under continuous supervision even in the absence of active infection.

The

physician who conducts the cardiac clinic is resoonsible for the
care of the child at home, in the hospital, and in convalescent

or foster homes, in cooperation
fa1Jlily physician.

fi

.d consulte.tion with the

The medical-social and nursinr care a.re

continuous under the direction of the full time personnel
employed under the State pro~ra.~.
The kinds of services necessary ~re ~overned by the
condition of the child ,md a.re ce.rried out on the recommende.tion
of the physician in charge of the clinic.

They include care

in the home• foster ho:nes or hos,)i tal e.s recont'Jlended oy the pediatrician conducting the clinic.

Clinic follow-up service is

provided every six months or ofterner as indicated.

Home

consultation service is mede available to c,1ildren Etlready
accepted under the State prorre.m who develop an acute illness
at home, when such service is re,,uested by the fa.mi ly physician
or the county health officer.

This service includes nursin1

end social service.
Rduce.tion of the child is in cooperation with the
Ste.te and County Boards of Educe.tion.

In cases of so severe a.

neGure that physical activity is limited, home teaching by
regular home instructors of the Board of "B~ducetion a.re e.va.ileble.
If hospital care is provided, open ward ce-re is a oided
as it is reco~nited that tnis type of patient is susceptible

"'wl
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to e.cute infections and, as in all cases, hazards of cross
infection will be reduced to a minimum.

As soon as the child

ha.s passed the acute stage end the attending physician states
that the cese no longer requires intensive medicAl and nursing
care, the patient is transferred to his home or to a convalescent
or foster home.
Convalescent or foster nomes a.re selected only when
a.de,,uate provi8ion for bed cere, medical, medical-social end
nursing supervision end educetional facilities can be ma.de.
Cases placed in such institutions remain under the supervision
of the professional personnel associated with the cardiac pro~ram.

During this perjod of convalescent care, the child re-

ceives complete medical and nursing supervision and a complete
physicial exa~ination every month.

Such laboratory procedures

as needed to determine the presence or absence of rheunatic
infeccion are ma.~·e every three or six weeks, or more often if
indicated.
A qualified pediatrician with special experience in
the ca.re of children with rheumatic fever And heart disease is
employed on e_ clinic day bfl.sis and develops the pro~ram for the
care of children suffering from rheumatic fever and heart disease.

The official State agency has the advice of representa-

tives of various ser :i.ces and professions involved in the ca.re
of children sufferin~ from heart ctisease or conditions leading
to heart disease.
The State rerister includes those children reported
.,,,

~

by physicians, those loca.ted by the oo u.nty health officer in
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the regular school examinations, and those discovered at other
clinics conducted by the hee.lth department.

The State register

is developed as a permanent record end all patients ere accepted
for continuous care for rheumatic fever P.nd heart oisease.
Education of local nurses, teachers, patien~s and
their families and the gener.al public is conducted by the local
health departments as a part of the ~eneral ~ublic health
educetion prog:re.m.

Special speakers for the subject a.re invited

to address interested rroups.
Invitations are extended toe limited number of general practitioners in the community in which the cardiac clinic
is conducted to be in attendence at the clinics and to assist
in the examinations 1md receive instructions from the pediatrician in charge and the consultin~ cardiolo~ist.

As an incentive

for :)hysicians, especially the younr,er physicians, who avail
themselves of the opportunity, e. nominal fee of five dollars
per clinic is offered.
Morbidity and mortality reports ere used es a basis
of investig'.ation.

Basic information such

[S

economic, familial

end racial conditions will form a part of each child's record.
In e,,ery instance when a child is accepted for continuous ca.re a.n effort is made to examine e.11 members of c;he
family for evidence of rheumatic infectio1t.

All older members

of the f~~ily who give a positive or sug~estive history or show
evidence of rheumatic infection have a cardiac work-up, i.ee
a sedimentation rate and elec 1orocs.rdio~ram.

'-'
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end tests a.re repeated at yearly intervals on all minors in the
family of rheumatic children accepted for continuous care.

All

cnildren in these families wno ere found to be sufferinr from
rheumatic infection receive clinic ca.re.
At ee.ch visit to the clinic an interval histor,y is
obtained end e. complete 9hysical exa.'11.:i.ne.tion is made wnich will
indicate the same procedure as at the oril!'.ine.l examination.

Complete blood exa.,ination, urinalysis, sedimentation tests,
fluoroscopic or X-re.y exeminations will be made a.t least once
a year.
Connecticut Rheumatic Fever Program
The Connecticut rheumatic fever pro~ram offers
dts.gnostic and treatment services fo1 children with rhe,m1a.tic
heart d:\s1<e.se or conditions leodinf!' to this disease.

Potential

heart disease, possible heert disease, end cnnrenitPl heart disea.se a.re conditions also included within the scope of this
prog:rrun. oecause of the similarity in die.gnostic procedure,
beca.vse of the problems of differential diag:nosis end because
children with these conditions may require supervision similar
to the.t 1;iven to children with known rhft,nne.tic hee.rt diseese.
The state Department of Health is the official State
agency for the administration of all services included in the
State Plan for CripJled Childrens Services which includes the
rhe ,me.tic fever program.
The pediatric consultimts and internists associated
with the crippled children pro?:rR:'l are utilized as consultants

'-'
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in the rheCJ.matic fever prorrem.

In e.ddition, cerdiolop;ists

~

reco'lLmended by the Public Health Com.rnittee, of the State Medical
Society and the Technical Medical Advisory Committee of the
Division of Crippled Children may be consultants.
Rheumatic children are located by the referrals of
pre.ctioners of hee.lin~ arts, by reports of State-aided institutions, bv reports of school physicians, throuf\h the WellChild Conferences or Summer Rourh-ups, from reports of state
health officers, from reports of local

we lfe.re

or~ani ze_tions,

throug'.h publicity of all types, and throuo:h public heel th
nurses.
Medica.l services are suuplied to cnildren with rheumatic fever throu~h the consultant pediatrician, internist, end
cardiolo~ist at the clinic, hospital, convaLi:cent ho1e, child's
own hor.ie and foster home.

These services are also given to

children by the Crippled Children physiciru1 or the Chief of the
Division of Crippled Children at the criJpled children clinics,
special ce_rdiec clinics end occasionally e.t the home of the
patient; the l!ltter as consul tat ion to the a.ttenuinp; physician.
In order that the rhegnatic fever pro~rem may assist
in teaching physicians e.s well as cRre for children, it is
understood that after the rererring physician has requested
pediatric or car, ioloo;icel consultation, he may continue treatment of the child as his case and order lebore.tory and other
dia~nostic tests which will be paid for by the Division.

The

family physician is told tnPt the resronsibility for requesti~~
.'w'
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future consultation rests witn him, but in order that these
tests may be used wisely, the fe.mily physician is contacted by
this Division at intervals end the pa0ient seen either by a
physician on the staff of the Division ore consultant at
periodic intervals.

The fe.mily physician will not be pe.id for

services, but the consultant is pa.id accordin~ to the fee
schedule set.
The rheumetic feverprogram offer~ Stete-wide services.

Children may be seen at eny one of the seven regule.r crip;Jled
children clinics where either the Chief of the Division or the
crip?led children physicie.n, or both, e.re in attendance.

Child-

ren with rheumatic fever ere also examined at eh Children's
Cardiac Clinic of the New Haven Dispensary.

Children from the

area surrounding New Haven as well ~s children from New Haven
are examined at t:1i s clinic end e.lso in the New Haven Adolescent
Cardiec Clinic.

The crippled children physician spends one

afternoon each week et the children's cardiac clinic where he
assists in the exemine.tion of children, confers with the cardiac
consultant e.nct works vnth the volunteers and nursin~ agencies
in following; up rheu,.1atic fever patients.
New

She works with the

Haven Department of Health and school ph ,i--;ioa.ins in stim-

ulatin~ ca.se finding and follow-up examin£1tior:s in schools.
The Meriden Hospital Cerdiac Clinic was established in
October 1943 to serve children with rheumetic fever from Meriden
and the surroundin~ area.

The clinic meets once monthly.

Per-

sons under twenty-one years of a~e who have been referred by

""
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a physician and have a condition lee.ding to heart disease or

have heart disease. Services available at tnis clinic are as
follows; die.gnostic, treatment, follow-up clinic service, and
follow-up at home and school.
Medice.1 care e.t the clinic is given by two pediatricians !Uld the crippled children physician.

Services of the

hospital consultant cardiologist e.re available when desired.
Nursing care e.t the clinic is supplied by the Public Health and
Visitin~ Nurse Association of Meriden and by volunteers of the
Meriden HospitE,l Alumnae Association; SociEt.l service by the
Social Service Department of the Meriden Hospital; and cleric:l work by volunteers of the Meriden Hospital Volunteer
Association and the Meriden Hospital Aid.

The patient's

parents cont.ribute as much e.s tney ce.n toward the expense of
care.

The Division of Cri? ·led Children supplies funds when

when these are not available locally, end these funds are used
for die.~nostic service5, hospitEil, conva.Lescent and foster home
care.

State funds a.re also used for diagnostic services, hosp-

ite.19 convalescent end foster home care.

StPte funds are also

used to pay the clinic physi9ians and the consultants who
visit ill children e.t home and care for them in the hospital.
The cerdie.c camp session of the New Haven Farnham Fresh Air
ce~np is o'.ien to a iimi ted number of patients from the Meriden

Hospital Cardiac Clinic e.s well as the Children's Cardiac
Cline of the New Haven Dispense.ry.

.._..

Local resources assist if

parents cannot pay the full cemp fee.
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The Stamford Cardiac Aid, a lay organization, together
with the Stamford Hospital conducts a cardiac clinic four times
monthly.

There is close cooperation with the local public

hel'l.lth nursing end socie.l agencies.

Social services are carried

on by the Social Service Department of the Strunford Hospital.
The services of the Division have been requested in
regard to medical care because of the shorta~e of physicians
interested in rheumatic fever at present.

To fill this need

for the duration, the crippled children physician conducts
two clinic sessions each month.

A local pediatrician ~ives

medic~l services for the other clinic sessions.

Children at-

tending these clinics needinr: diagnostic treatment ann services
not available through the local resourcei1 receive these through
the Division.
Centers are or are to oe established in Hartford,
Waterbury-, New Brita.in, Middletown and New London.

These

clinics will serve the ~bove towns and surroundin~ areas.
Whereever possible local medical. nursing'. and socie.l service
personnel are used.

If not ave_ilable locally, the State per-

sonnel will serve in the clinics.

All necessary dia~nostic

facilities will be ave.ilable at the clinics.

Where ever pos-

sible the clinics will be este.blished at locel hospitals or
at clinic'3 affiliated with the loci.l hospitAls
The Division will offer consultation service to
children h~nclic8poed by rheuTTJ.etic fever w:,o are in special
schools or special classes in cooperation with the local boards

'-'
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of education end sc ool pnysiciens.

Thes, services are for the

purpof"e of reviewin!". the status of these ~hildrc'.n Pt frequent
intervals to detennine what specie l cPre in school is n, eded
0

or whe~her the children con be trensferre~ to a class with
norriel chilr1re::1, or if c tildren with ::-heunatic fever in nornel
classes snould be in special classos.
The public health nursinr: consul tent. ortho_t1edic. has
be•m g-iven a six-week course at the University of Minnesota on
su}:)ervision in nursin~ and courses on rhe 1rn"ltic fever.
A con:erence with the Bure1:1.u of Chile" Hydene staff
nurses is held once a month with the other public health nurses
of the State Depart•nent of Hee 1th.

At so'lle of these conferences,

the work of the nursin!'; staff as related to children su:"ferinrfrom rheu-w.tic fever is pla.,ned end revie-Ned.

Lectures end

demonstre.tio s are o-iven to the nurses an'.l socie.l workers throu~ho,1t the Ste.te oy physicians. nurses end s:,cial wor-~ers
cellerl in for this 91-.1:r;Jose.

rho P.re

111

It is pln ned to hold en inPtitute

for pedietric consultents of the Division of Crippl_ed Children.
Durin"' this institute the ~edical, social end nursinr as9ects
of rheume.tic fever v,lill be covered.

The educPtion And vocetionel

reheoilitation of petients with rheumatic fever also will be
considered.

The purpose of t>:is institute is to brin"' newer

die~nostic and treBtment methods to the pediatric consultants.
JJecture s are "'i ven to nurses• workers, foster mothers
e.nd persons workinf" with children with rh"3u1110.tic fever in hospitals and institutions.

,_,.

These lectures nay be p:iven by physi-

cie.ns, nurses end social workers other than Division staff 111embers.

;

'
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California. Rheumatic Fever Prof"re.m

The rheumatic fever prop.:rem in California be~e.n in
1940 as a part of the Crippled c~ilaren Services in the State
Depertment of Public Heelth.

Bece.use of a paucity of' funds

and very limited personnel it was nec':lssary ±'or this demonstrati~n pro~ram to be started in a small area in Celifornia.
Consequently• two counties, Contre Coste ar.d Solano which were
rural counties at that time, were chosen because of their proximity to medicel ewi :1.ospita.l facilities.

The population has

increased li:'.51 in these two counties since the war started because of the s·lip buildin!': e.ctivities.

Beceuse of this there

he.s been no problen of case finriing:, a.ctuplly more ce.ses are
referred thtm can possibly be examined.
Petients a.re referred by private }hysicians, public
health nurses, school teachers, welfare a~encies and in some
cases patients themselves.

Since t'1is is a public health pro-

rtram, there is no elidbility re,~uired for examination at e.
dia~nostic cli ic.

If hosrita.lization or ~onvalescent care is

needed, then the med ice 1-socie 1 consultant or so,:1eone desi!!:nated
b,, her interviews the family concerninf!: JPB:,'Y:lent.

Because of

the long; ti"le carA nee, ed for rheumatic fever patients, medical
eli~ibility is very lenient.
There are eirht to ten diagnositc clinics held in
four different centers in these two countjef:: each month.

These

flre full day clinics end children are seen by e.ppointment o;-:,ly,
the a?pointments bein~ sent directly from the office to the

'-'
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families with copies to the County Health Departments.

Complete

diarno5tic service is rendered, includinp: history, physical
examination, electrocardiogrRm, complete blood co11-::1t, urinalysis,
sedimentation rate, tuberculin test, Kline, fluoroscopic exa~ination of the chest and any other lAborP.tory procedures needed
to rule out other disease.
Followinf". eech exa..rnination, a brief report flnd directions for care are sent to the county health department fot
follow-up by a ;:;ublic hea.lth nurse.

If the c ild is of school

a~e, t~is report is sent on to the school nurse for follow-up.

If the child has been referred by a prive.te
is sent to him.

~

'ysician, a report

In some instances, the 0nysician wishes to

continue the care of the patient, and in others he prefers to
have the child followed by the rheumatic fever clinic.

Due to

the increase in population a.nd the decrease in pnysicians, most
physicians are very hflppy to

be

relieved of the responsibility

of caring for a ehronirly ill child.
Children from Contra Costa County who ere e_cutely ill
are hospitRlized at the Children's Hos •itel of the East Bey where
ther~ is elso a convalescent ward.

The school depflrtment pro-

vides bedside tee.chin?; e.nd the hospital provides occupational
therapy.
pital.

MedicaL-socie.l services are ~rovided also by the hosThe children in Solano Cou1 . t;y wio need hospitalization

have t:1is provided at the Vallejo Community Hospital, which
:,1rovi es not on1y ca.re for the acutely ill child ;mt for the
convfllescents.

At the Vallejo Com1unity iospita.l, the school

department provides
~

fl.

-

teacher who also teaches a.rts end cra.fts

'-if
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to the children.

Those children reouirin~ special vocational

consideration because of SAVP,rely druna~ed hearts are referred
to the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.
There are tnree smell convalescent homes which provide ab:,ut fourteen beds fer olde,- .:hildren.
Co 1 ty ther

L,

i>

county

SUJ ..:.'.j:v,,._

CF!mp

In

C·)::1.-:,•i,

Gc;:;tt

celled Sunshine Camp

for ambulatory patients end usunlly there e.re six to ei~ht children
who no lonl1;er need co"."lplete bed cere placed in tllis institution.
Twenty to twenty-two patients are placed in the two hospitals,
which means that there ere thirty-five to forty children constantly under institutional care in these two counties.
population for the two counties is now 33),000.

The

There is e

ler!!;e influx of population from the Midrll.:i West, but even so
the lar~est percente~e of pntients seen i~ the clinics had
their first ettack of rheu'.'latic fever in California.
The staff consists of one physician end e pe.rt time

medicel social consultant and public ,ealth nursin~ consultant.
A puolic heal :,h nurse from one of the County Heal th Departments

is assigned to each clinic.

A medic~l-sociRl consultant is

supposed to attend each clinic but due to the l~ck of personnel
the past yee.r, this has been in.possible.

Plans for ex lansion

are ,mdor way, but lack of personnel makes expAnsion

0

a

slow

process.
The California Heart Associetion hAs riven a ~reat
deal of /J.blici ty to the ;iroblem of rheUillE>.tic fever for the past
four years end has fee.tured rheumatic fever each yeer at· the

._,.

annual heart sy1posium meetin~.

"-'
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Utrh Rheumetic 1''ever Prog:ram
The Utah rheumatic fever ,iro11;re..rn was among the first
to be esteblisherl by the Childrens Bureau.

This prorram de-

pends mostly on referrals from practicin"'. physiciPns as there
is no out-patient clinic.

The physicians in the corrmmnity are

contacted and told the purJose of the progrem--to provide
consultation service end supply thinp;s the doctor is uneble
to ~et.

Emphasis is placed on the feet that the purpose of the

prol'!'.re"1*is not to try to tF1ke over the physician's work but
to try to make it more effective.

As a consequence, nearly all

the physicians he.ve been very cooperetive.
Most of the state north of Salt Lake Cit:· is included
in the ?ro,,.rem.

This a.re a is nui te extensive but the bulk of

the pop'J.lation is in a comparatively small e.rea, which by the
WRY

has been almost doubled on account of war developments.

It serves a )Opuletion of probably over 100,)00 people and inclldes five counties.

The funds are furnished entirely by the

Childrens Bureau and the work is under the direction of the
Department of Maternal end Child Heitlth of the Ute.h State
Department of Heelth •
As now orrenized, the nursinr; f;ervice is supplied
by assin:n7lent of County and school :iersonnel for this work.
A medical-social worker investirates· all cases, and also the
services of a home teacher, furnished by the local school
boa.rd, are available.
service.

._,.

A

dietician is available for consul tent

Vocational guidence is ~a.de available by the State._
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Out-1'.)etient clinics are held weekly in O!!den,
twice a month in one county and once e. month in another.

The

clinic in Oo:den is held in an e.pproveci hos)ite.l which furnishes
some nursing service, al so laboratory fe.ci li ties.

Practically

all patients are fluoroscoped e.nd have x-rey films ma.de.
are ta.ken withe porteble Cardiette.

EKG' s

The x:-rays are taken e.t

the Tuberculosis s,matorium in O,,:den.

Patients neerting hospi-

talization ere riven t~is service, either for short or lon~
periods.

A small convalescent home he.s been set up to which

most hos1-1itel patients ere sent before returninf! home.

The

lene:th of stay there is determined only 'JY their need, from
a few weeks to es Long as three years in one case.
Cases are referred by any _)Ublic or private agency,
:nost of the clinic patients beinir referred by school flnd district nurses, end r-1ost of the acute
prive.te physicians.

Cfl

ses being referred by

In the hos::1ite.l the orivete f)h·rsicie.n is

allowed to take ca' e of his own ;)etients if he ce_res to do so,
with the Jediatrician of the pro<:'ram as consulta.nt.
accepted irresJective of financial stetus.

Cases a.re

Those able to do

so are ex ,ected to prJy so1ethinf" for hospitalization or convalescent home care.
25 3

Michip;an Rheume.tic Fever Prop:rrun
The 11:eog:rapI1ic scope of the rhewwtic fever prorre.m
is limited to the c::iunties of Alc-:er, Be.rar:e, Delt!'., Dickinson,
Iron, Houo:hton e.nd Marquette.

The prog:ram is administered by

the Crippled Children's Cm~~ission 1-der the supervision of

'-1'
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the District Medical Coordinator, A. H. Miller, M. D., and
directed by

f;'[.

R. Cooperstock,

Children's Clinic.

i~.

D., of the Northern Michigan

A specific allotment of funds has been

me.de available throug:h the coopera.tion of the Fe den 1 Children's

Bureau, Washin?"ton for the care of children sufferini! from
rheumatic fever and heart rlisee.se.
To assist in the rlia~nosis of children being considered for accepta.nce under the prog:re..m and residinp: in the approved
areas, exe.•:tini,tions may be maae in itinerant clinics or when
indicated hospitalization may be obtained in Northern Michigan
Children's Clinic.
Children under the age of 21 are acceptable for treatment under this pro re.In on 1y when it hes been deter!'lined that
the parent, r:uerdiR , or dindred, res::ionsible for the care of
t~e child, is unable to meet, in whole or in part, the expenses
of the Jrescrioed treatment.

Voluntary payments to reimburse

the Commission for the cost of care are acceptable provided
they ere certified as such.
A

patient in one of the approved cou.nties can be

admitted to the hospital or clinic withou-~

i:1

Probate Court order.•

In a non-emer~ency case, the physician of the child viho is suf-

ferinf". from rheumatic fever• or heart disee.f'e sends a. certificate
statinf". the facts concerning the case to the Director of the
Cardiac Pro.-re.m.
by

An

economic investif".ation is then requested

the District MedicBl Coordinator and U?On receipt of the

reLJOr t of the finoncial investif-1'.Rtion e.cce 0 itence or rejection

._,.

of the cAse is made.

These cases ere not to be sent to the

clinic until the family has been advised that t :e applicntion

"-"
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for admission has been approved.

Emer~ency case i.e. acute

active cases of rheu'!Jlfltic fever, or heart disease, may be admitted to the clinic or hospitf!l upon written r:;ouest of a
noctor of mec icine, subse 1Uent to investi~e.tion as to the finflnchi l status of the fAmily and determineti:m o:' eliidbility
subse1uent to the Admission of the chid.
The corrrnission provides for t>1e conveyance of children to the clinic, or hospital, at the approved n,tes, by
authorized conveyors, when the family cannot provide necessary
transportation.
Vlhen the child comes to the clinic or hos~ital, not
only is there a nedic!'ll history e.lreeciy written up but a sociE1.l
•

0

istory as well, written up by a medical-social worker.

Con-

seouei.i.tly, tr,e child is alread:,r kn•)vrn beforo r-.e ~et.; '~u thu
clinic ar..u if'

fa

b'."lne.vior ;_)rcblem exists, a conference is held

with t,~1e soci~l worker before the child's admission to the
h~spital school.
Convalescent ce.re and educationp 1 opportunities are
e:;iven to c:-,ildren who have rhe',r:J.e.tic fever.

School tee.chers

cover the work from the preschool "'rade tnrou~h ~li;;h ,school with
the heLJ of e. recreAtional director.
e.lso provided.

Divorsional e.ctivi ties a.re

There a.re Boy Scout e.nd G:irl Scout meetin1;s,

and the older ooys ~nd ~irls so7etimes work on civic projects-such es stttin~ up e. first a.id unit for t~e townshi?•

Also

the older boys and p:irls he.ve formed a student orirenize.tion.

'-1'
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Missouri Rhe 1me.tic Fever Proc-re..rn
The Missouri rheur.wtic fever i?ros,:rem has been in
operFl.tion since July 1, 1944.

The pro"'ram is still chene:ing

e.s it develops but the followinn- is a sum·1a.ry of its present
status.
The prog-rem operetes >Jnder the State Crippled Children'i:.:
Service, w:-iich is administered by the University of Missouri.
Doc-cor Hur.'.h McCulloch hes i1een employed part-tine as the Chief
i'edietricie.n on the rhex·netic fever proe:r11.:n.

The State Crippled

Children's Services is also employinrr one public health nurse
to t1mction i·1 the rr1e 1,netic proe:re.m.
At present tne proe-r!'m is in operation in only three
c01mties in Missouri.

Diagnosis e.nd tree-:ment are e.rranr,ed

for thrOJ:J'.h cooJeretive agreement with Weshington University
Clinics Bnd Allied H:ospi tels, which includes Child re•:.' s and
Be_rnes Hos?itals in St. Louis.

Dia"nosis i!" me.ae available to

en;-:r chilr• under twenty-one years of e.2:e livinP'. in the area
server,.

Social work service is .Jrovided t:1rou'!h a.n a.!!reernent

,si th th9 clinic And hos;.>i te.ls, since there is no social worker
on the staff at Jresent.

A convalescent ~ome a.t Rid~e Farm is

used for convalescent care of cases, and is e ;)er-+: of the
C;1ildren 1

c:

Bos::Jita.l in St. Louis.

Cases are ad-".l.itted there

upon th8 reconc-nendetio!l of the JediatriciAn.

Every effort is

made to secure rooJi'l''- tion of ;,:,e local he A 1th

And

nursine-.

services, end reports on cases Admitted for diep:nosis 1>..nd trer>t'!lent are proraptly returned to local ap:encies and individuals.

...,.

In St. Louis County, there is e complete county health

"-"
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unit under the direction of the State Boa.rd of Health.

In

Washington end Jefferson Counties, a nursin!!: service only is
evailaole.

There is an endeavor to coo;;erete to the utmost

wit,, these a"'encies, and the public heal th nurse acts as a
consultant to the~e locRl nurses.
Dia.g:nost-ic services are me.de available to children in
those three counties without restriction as to race, color,
creed, and economic status.

However, according: to the Missouri

State lA'N, if it Ls necessary for children to be hos,Jitalized
for treatment, they must be cor:unitted to the State Cri 1>Dlen
Children's Service throu~h the county court procedure.

Ar-

ranii;ements are marie for emerirer19ies to be adr1.i tted im11edietely,
however, without the formality of court prJcedure.
t:i7

Wisconsin Rhe1.i:-,1e.tic Fever Pro!!:ram
The ''Visconsin rheu:netic feve oro!".re,n is Rd"1\nistered
thro .io:h the BureiJU for Handicapped Children.
an~ demonstrative type of pro~rem.

It i& e very small

It is set up to serve

primarily the Dane County area, in which Madison is located.
The :;iur,;ose of this is to integrate more ee sily the service:c
that alreary exist and meke it possible to plan for the patient's
admission to the convslescent home, to foilow his s~ey there,
and to plan well in e_ dvance of his dische.:'.'"11:e for his needs at
name.

Children return to the out-oatient de)ertment of
1Nisconsin

._,_

'1eneral Hospital for reo-ular cardiac and pediatric

supervisory visits.

The cardiologist anc pediatrician who see
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them also supervise their stay at the Convalescent Home and
initially determine their need for admission there.
up to and includin!1'. 14 years is eli!!:ible.

Any child

The capacity of the

Convalescent Ho!ne is 12.
When it is fea.sible, the parents are asked to make
some contribution toward the patient's care.

However, this is

usually very small and is determined in conference with the
pa.rents 1md the medical-social ,::orker, and can be easily chani;red
as the need a.rises.

Very often this .olen to ley a.side a cer-

tain amo:mt in order that the fa.'1lily be prepared for the chilrt' s
return hone •
T:<;ciucetion of children in the convalescent home is provided by acer ified teacher who spends half time there.
is no i'ornal vocR •~i•)nal e:uidance pro~ram e.s yet.

There

The ce,rdiac

pro!crrun in Wisconsin is very new and has been in operation
only for about six months.

There ere many services which are

~nticipated in the future.

It is ho~ed that there will be

some occu?a.tional therapy within the next few ·:ionths.
29 43

Washington Rheumrtic Fever Program
The rheumatic fever prorram in the State of Washinr:ton
is li"li ted to Spokane County.

The ?ro;rrem is administered by

the State Department of Health thro :?:h th(, Division of Services
for Cri~pled Children.
Children sufferin/1'. frorn Rhe1mati.c Fever or its
se,1uelae or s ,spected of these conditions who are below the

.._,,

R~e of ~l are eli~ible for care.

Visitin~ teRc~er facilitieB

l

"

I

I
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a.re ~veilable throu~h the Public Schools System.

Vocatior:tel

r:uid!mce is provided by the Division of Vocational Rehabilitetion.

In th9 Citv of Spokane, there is en arrangement
for nursin£" service with the boerd of education, which employs
sc··ool nurses in the city.

The Spokane city health deptL.·trnent

does not have very extensive 1)Ublic-hee.l :h-nursin~ service
0

so the school nurses are usect.

The two v:aps of this service

a.re the.t these nur'.·es have e. ve.ce.tion of 3 "!lonths during: the
su111J1.er, durinfl'. which time the rhe 1me.tic-fover patients ere not
visited.

Also the school nurses do not ~ive service to children

after ~hey leave sc~ool.
78

Ma.inc RheumR+ S.c Fevs r Prop-'!',,,.:;;
:·1:-,e 6ta-..,e

po,rra.m f'or rh•2'n'1tP+.ic fever i~ ;.:,, N~ is

limited tr:, e locel aree a.round the la.rrest city, Portlimci.
Cases residin- within about twenty-five miles of Portland are
eligible for the services ?roviding'. they a.re under twenty-one
years of e.e;e.
There is a clinic held twice a month in the Children's
Hospital.

At the clinic public health nunes, a medical-social

worker, pediatrician, and various volunteers a.re availeble.

There

are X-ray, clinical laboratory and electroca.rdiog_re.phic fecilities available.

Hos,Jitelization is obte.ined either at the

Children's Hospital or the nearby Maine General Hospital.
Conva.lE'lscent care is r-:iven throue:h foster home facilities whenever it seems that the child's own home is not e.dequa€e for the

'-"
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csre he requires.

The follow-up CRre is r,iven thro'lf".h the

?ublic health nurses end sociel workers although the letter
ere not very active in the program.

For children hospitalized

at the Child~en's Hospital end who need to rems.in in bed e.t
ho 1e if the:r live in Portland, there are nveilable the hospitel
teacher and the "',ome teacher in the City of Portland school
system.

For children outside of Portland no teechinr, facili-

ties a.re usually available.

Voca.tiona.l f"Uidence is only avail-

able by referring: the cases to the Vocetionel Rehabilitation
Division after the a~e of 16.

Sta.te a.ppro:;riations for hospital

patients are ,:waile.ble.

82 101
New York Rheumatic Fever Prop:ram
New York State at present has no a.pproved pro!"ram.
In 1g41 anc. l~14G

r,

sme.11 co"!lplete proa-rem was operated• includ-

ina- a conve.lescent hos;;itel enr', reseerch .mit at West HElverstrew
of lUO beds.
era.l funds.

This was established with· t'."l.e e.ssista.nce of FedThe wa.r made e. serious impact on this prop:rem

;_)a.rticulerly with respect to the convalescent hospite.l with
%-bed service th!:'t was operatinp: outside New York Citv.

Thrt

servic_e of necessity wes restricted ~eo~re.phice lly to citildren
from Ne'L York City end from adjr:cent counties.

At the present

there is only limited clinic and follov'-UP service end e.n
educetional pro~ra.m •
When more trained personnel are available, a more
extensive proe:ram is planned em:,Jhasizin~ medical educPtio:o..
PostP:raduate edJcetion in Rheume.tic Fever would help many

.__,_
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physicains ma.ke dia2;noses where
miss the dii:qmosis.

a less trrdned doctor vcould

Also it w ould help prevent keepin"' children

with no rheumr.tic lesions from beini:r kept =~n bed for several
months ,just becausf? some well-meanini but unskilled physician
makes a dia~osis of rheumatic fever.
At the present time, a pro~re.m is planned tb promote
the d-velopment of crrdiec die.gnostic clinics and expension of
convalescen· facilities of ~ood standards, which will include
ed 11eational, · recreationel end vocstional 1;·1idance.

In this pro-

posed '.)ro.,ra:.'!l, professional and lay education will be stressed
end every effort mede to obtain the cooperation of physiciens,
school physicians, public health nurses and other a"'enci,c,s in
case-findin~ procedures.

It is planned to develop, coincident

,,.i th this, a rheumatic fever re!!istry that will, in the future,
provide not only statistics concerninr. the relFtive incidence
of r'1eumatic fever (morDidity and mortality), but e.lso will
facilitate the follow-up and gi1ide.nce of' known confirmed
rheumatics.

It is believed that the maintenance of e

rheumatic

fever ref<'.istry of rheumatic patients, wnose die.~noses are
confirmed throug;h a system of ce.rdiac diA.p:nostic clinics, will
::>rovide

more re lieble statistics thfln wo•.1ld be obtained through

the usual rrocedure of mekinr ,·heumEttic disease reportable.
The development of a complete rheumA.tic fever profrEm
in New York ,1ow awa.i ts thfl appropriation 0f State aid funds for
the care of rheumatics.

Under this ,.ilan :)arents unable to pe.y

the cost of care will be assisted one-helf by the State and
one-helf b,, the County of residence and t,is will be jointly

'-'
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administered by the Department of Health end Department of
Education.
In the ru:ral area the public-hef, 1th nurse does all
the follow-up on patients under the care of the cardiac service.
The medical-social consultant acts as a 11aison person between
the members of the staff at the convalescent home and the local
oublic-heal th nurse.

Data obte.ined from the school teacher,

from the occupe.tiona.l therapist, from the doctors, and from the
nursef', e.re discussed in conference with the public-health nurse.
She, in turn brings to the conference information re1?:arding the
patients femily, so tha.t _;oint plflns can be worked out for any
adjustment the nurse mev need to make in the home before the
patient is dischar~ed.
Also throurh a survey of the county in order to
become familiar with the social ag:encies thet were available,
it has been possible to stinulate the public-health nurse to
use these a~encies when it seemed indicated.

Also the use of

the centre.l index (so. ial service exchenire) in obtainin~ information from aQ'.encies listed as he.•rin!" had contact with
families was introduced.
In plannin~ for the cardiac patients, en activity
prop-rem that could be used for any home-bound child was tried.
Throue:h the 4-H clubs it was found that there were meny projects
usin9: the facilities available in the homfi and in the community
that could be worked out bv the pe.tient under the
a lee.deJ·.

:idance of

Also the aid of some of the older Boy anct r}irl

Scouts we.s enlisted to
~

g

p:o

jnto the homes nnd brin1 the interests

.__.,
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of the Scout troops to children who were not e.ble to "'et out
to the ineetings.

Vihile these children were in the convalescent

home, they attended Scout meetin~s, had recreational activities
end school work.

It was hoped that the trnnsition from the

convalescent unit back into tneir own homes would be me.de easier
if the puolic-hee.lth nurse were able to wo::k out a ple.n to continue these activities.
13:::'.

Denver ttheumetic Fever Pro1cre.m
Colorado he.s no approved State rheumatic fever proe:re.."'ll but since t.11e unfortunate Army experience with rhe•1;:11Ctic

fever in that stete, Denver has on:;anizec its own prog:re.m.

This

prog-ra.m is under the sponsorship of the Denver War Chest and
receives all of its funds from this a.g:,encv.
0nlv.

I'c is for diernosis

Crii ldren found to have rheumatic fever or rhe1.m1a.tic

heart disease ere referred to existinr cardiac and local hosJitals for further care.
elirrible.

Children a~es 1 to 19 years are

There is no limitation of eligibility by income.
When the school physician find8 a child in whorn he

suspects heart disease or rheumatic fever. a card is sent home
to the f_)arents

A

skin"-'. if they have a fRmi:Ly ph.v sician ~no if

sok his name.

If the child hes n family physician. '"' letter is

written by the director of the sc~ool heaLth service to the
physicien expleininf". the purpose of the clinic end a.skin~ per:;1.ission for the child to be referred.

Another cerd--the per-

miss-ion slip--is enclosed in this letter.

'w'

If perm.issirm is

.._,
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ap,Jointment is me.de for the child at the clinic.

?;iven. an

The help of a dietitian, social worker, nurses aides e.nd medical students is available.

At the present time the patient is

told to return a second time for fluoroscopic exaTiinetion and
!'In electrocardio!"ram.
to~ether,

a

When a.11 the findinrs he.ve been ;".8.thAred

.complete report is sent to the patient's private

Dhysicie.n snd two copies sent to the director of the school
health service, of which one is sent to the school nurse.

If

the child has no private physician, then he is referred directly
into the clinic by the school :1urse.

At the time of his visit,

the social worker determines whether or no~ he is elif".ible for
clinic cere or whet'ler he should be cared for bv a Jri vate
physician.

The parent of the child is advised of the find-

inf".s end told whether to seek furth0r medical advice.

The report

in tnis case ~oes directly to the director of the school heal~h
service.
Another lett2.r is sent to all the private pr-ysicians
in Denver in order to exile.in the service.

Private J'1ysicians

ca .• also refer ce.ses directly for diap:nosi s.
Denver is third runon~ the citief of the United states
in de,:i.ths from rheume-cic heart c.isease emonr school children
end Colorado is fourth in deaths from rheumatic herrt disease
nt s.ll ag:es.

20% of all the cases of

he imatic fever that oc-

curred o.mong soldiers in the army flir forces occurred emonir,
hose stationed in Coloreoo.

~

I~

~

!,

li
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Montane. Rheumatic Fever Pro?:ram
73
Montana has e.n approved rheumatic fever pro12:ram

but no information f1bout it has been obteinable.

No reply

has been received to either of two lette~s written to the
Montana. State Board of Health requestin~ information as to
tne scope, adriinistration, development, etc. of their rheumatic
fever proii;rem.
129
District of Columbia Rheumatic Fever Prorrem

No infonnation he.s been received as yet concernin~ the rheumatic fever pro~re.m in Washinrton D. C.
in response

However

to letters written to the Heelth Department,

it we.s found that Doctor Op:)enheimer is e.t. the present time
preparing: a su:n·1a.ry of the pro11:rem.

It WEts to heve been

finished about the se.me time as this thes:i.s but as 1ret
it has not been received •
From other sources we obtai'.led the information
thet the pro~re.m is tied up very closely with the school
medic9.l-inspection pro!".rem.

Doctor Murph:,r, who is the chief

school medical inspector, is a full-time officer in the health
department.

The school menical inspector, have been informed

of the purpose of the rheumatic fever prc~rrun and e.n attempt
has been ma.de to instill in them en interest in rheumatic
fever e.nd the value of referrin"' patients.

They esa.:'line child-

ren in the sc1ool system once in the seventh rrade and once in
ni~h school.

.._,.

They ere asked to refer ell patients whom they

suspect to have heart disease to the clinic.

This system

_,,
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depends upon the interest and lmowledge of the school medical
in spec :,ors.

Only the children he refers are seen and a great

many are from one or two doctors, e_nd none from several.

All

siblings of rheumatic petients ere exa_mined.
A 44-bed unit for the prolonged care of children with
rheumatic fever has been established ¥dth ~he help of the
Children's Bureau,

There ere competent sur~icel, dental, and

other consultants eveilfible.

The staff is particularly well

educated and trained, althou~h they keep c~en~inr so rheumatic
fever has to be taught almost continually.

Children ar~

taken in any stage of the disease, except those with hee,t
failure.

Tney are r.ot allowed to

p-o

home until they have been

up for 6 weeks end have three consecutively normal sedimentation
rates.
The Washington Heart Association has sponsored an
in-bed club, in which ell children who have rheumatic fever
are re"'istered.

The club has a. monthly magazine, whicn is

sup;iorted by the Junior Lea!'!'ue,

o which members can w!·i te e.nd

see their names in print end correspond with other members.

Junior Lea~ue volunteers o-o to the homes of children wno t\re
sick in bed and read to them.

~

f
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'WHAT SHOULD BE DONE

"Orii;enised effort is as necesse.ry in the firht eP:einst
120
disease as it is to the winninp: of the war. 11
The need for organized effort in controllinp: rheumatic fever has already been
shown, and also the work thAt has been done alon"'. this line.
Al thou!!h the ci:3use of rheumatic fever is no-t known, fl.nd al thouri:h
we have no diainostic test or specific therr,py, we should not
let this ignore.nee i;!l''lobilize us and prevent a contL,uetion of
the work which has already been sterte.
The efforts of the state pro~ra.rns, the Children's
l)Ureau, the Metropoli ten Life Insurance Co. , end interested
local f'"roups ne.ve stimulated ,0ublic and professional interest
in rheur1atic fever and there ere, in meny perts of the cou:1try,
ap-encies and inclividuals to assist in a full-scele attack.

Whet

is ur"'.ently neede'.'1 is e ·1ationel f!'roup which can e-ive f'"•.tidence,
120
a coordinatin~, intef'"ratin~ body to -nite the various interests.

That this is a public health problem is snown b

the ni;ra pre-

valence of the disease enn the very nature of the disease itself,
i.e. it re1uires a lon,r period of convales•::ence, tends to be
fe.'1.iliel, tends to occur in the poorer cless of the

?0 1>

e.nd quite often produces residuei pnysicsl cripJlin~.

,lAtior.,

Also

rhe,,mntic fever so often hes such en insidious onset e..nd course
that it is not detected wit,1 our ;?rercent TY'.edicel setup, in which
th,J petient comes to the doctor when he he.s sy:1pto:1.s.

Consequently,

if there ere no definite symptollls, the patient does not seek
·nedice.l advice and the rheumatic process roes on to severe cardiac
d0nef'e, unnoticed, untrea.ted, and unchecked.
''wf

._,,
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Public Heal th efforts toward control of rheume_tic
fever should be directed elonr- the followine: ~e~1ere_l outline:

I. Educetion--professional e.nd ley.
II. Proper care
1. Treatment of active cases.
2. Prevent ettecks, primer.Y end recurrent.
3. Vocetional ruidrcnce e.nd treinin~
when necessary.
III. C~se findine:.
IV. Research.
'l'he educa+,ional prorram. to help combat rheumatic fever
should be riirectea towerd the "'leoical profession end lay p:roups.
The educetion of the mecicel profession s11,,u1d be!"'_in in medical
scnool end the em)hasi s should be p 10.ced u ,on the nE1.ture of the
rheumatic fever rroblem.

This v1ill help promote the early end

eccurHt recoo:nition of t~lis disease by snowino.: how vrried end
obscure the svmptomolo~y cen be in many instances.

At present

there is very little tea.chinc_r of the preventive espects of
rheumetic dise~se in medical schools.

Furthermore, students

ere tP.u""11t little ree:er,,in~ the die"'nosis end treatment of
;_:iatients with r,typicPl rheu'lletic fever ,me of those with esyrnptomatic heart disease.

Also s+.11dents Are not warned sufficiently

e.;r_ainst the dfnp-ers of allowin"' their petients to develop the
mentRl etti tude of a "cardiac crip,1le," or of the resultinr:
unhappiness wtiich fol1ows in the wake of' •;hat mental attitude.
The JO~t~rHduete education of t~e generel practicioner
:nust also be emphasized.

'fhe oresent kno'Nbd e of the miture

nnd the course of rheumetic dif:ease should be outlined ma.kin?:

"-"'

.._,.
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him aore able to die~nose and cere for ttese patients.

This

educetion wi 11 :)rovide the knowled"'e w •ich is reriuired by the
precticina- physician in his role of beine-, in most cases, the
104
first physician to see the rheunatic petient. Rutstein hes
sui,:e-ested the following: basic points e.s i:nportant in this
educ,,tionel pro!".ram.

1. A broad definition of rheumatic fever, with
emphasis on its chronici ty a.nd includini:r a.
brief nonecedemic discussion of etiolo~y.
2. The epidemiolop-y of the diseese. with Jerticuhir
reference 1:,0 age. family, econonics, ,,.eof".rap'1y,
a.nd climate.
3. The relationship of up Jer respiratory infections, esoecielly those due to the hemolytic
streptococcus, to the onset and exacerbations
of the diseose. This may be accom2anied by a
discussion of the methods reco~Lmended by so~e
for the prevention of such infections in
rheume.tic fever uatients.
4-. The diagnosis of typical end atypicel forms
of the disease, includin~ e discussion of the
imuortance of not labelling an individual es a
1
11
' rheumatic
or as a 11 c~rdi,=,c 11 mtil the diarnosis
is definite, but with the que.lificAtion t>1et
all such in::ividuels must ue f:,llowed for es
long: a Yerioa. of time as may be necessr ry to
make a definite decision as to diap-nosis.

5. The significance of rheumatic 4ctivity from the
point of view of clinical and. le.boratory findings and its rehtion to treat:nent of 1Jetients.
o. The dime:er of the use of sulfa:1ilanide during
rheumatic activity, with speci~l reference to
the fairly widespread policy o•' treP-ting ell
febrile di see se s wi '"h one of t -ie sulfonamide
druo:s.
7. The broed espects of the
eaf'e, stressing- the need
which cannot be supplied
sic.ien and which require
part of other agencies.

'-"

mane!'"waent of the dir,for the many services
by the practicing P'YVcooperation on the

.._,.
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A specialized educetione,_l prog'.reJr. should also be
developed in order thet selected indi viduel s ma.y be trained
as consul tents end dir:·:ctors of clinics for those local areas
where such facilities do not exist.

This prog:ra.m mey best

be built around established tee.chin?C clinics which are affiliated
with medical schools when these are ave.ilahle.
The educat., on of nurses should complement the education
of the ph. sicians.

The medical e spects of nursin!". education can

be p:!'esented by p1ysiciens.

niques can

88

The application of nursine: tech-

supplied by a public heal th nurse familiar with

b,~dside cere, who has received speciel tre ining in the rhe 1matic
problem.

Social workers can be trained by en exper:ienced medical

soci e.l worker.
The education of the leity is very important especially in p:ettin1; financial sup:)ort for such a proP.:rfllll.

Interested

lay g:roups cpn be encoureq-ed to sup9ly funds for research, for
special facilities, for lon,,:-term :r.1.edical cere and supervision,
and for rehRbilitation end vocationa.l g-uidance.

EducBtion of

the ,Jublic, edvisinf" when they should s":ek medical advice concernin~ seeminr,ly minor sympto~s end si~ns Which mi~ht be im9ortant, should be stressed.

Ce.re should be -ta.ken to prevent

develop·nent of a pnobia for rhe ,me.tic fever, however.
Fromthe pu~lic health point of view, proper ce.re
involves such facili tie! a.s nospi ta.li ze.ti,n, housini:r, nursing
cRre, welfare assistance, provision for sohoolin~ end occ~petional and vacational ther~py, in addition to the purely

'-"
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medical aspects of the problem.

In nearly all communities

there are many officiel and non-official ai:rencies which ere
already concerned with various aspects of the treat!:l.en~: of
rheu~atic fever patients.

These include precticin~ physicians,

general hospitals, convalescent homes, medical societies,
locPl and State welfare authorities, local housin~ authorities,
vohmtary ,ursino- org:aniza.ti011s, rroups in+,erested in occupational e.nd vocational thera?y, medical social service, end
locel end State health departments.

The coordination of these

existing: fecili ties is the primary f x,1ctio:i of any fJUblic heel th
abency dirFoctin~ the pro~ram and then more facilities cen be
edded if needed.
The cardiac clinic should be the keystone o: the
loce.l pro(freun.

It should provide the dia""nosis end advise as

to the type of treatment indicated and the follow-up case
necessPry.

The acute cases may be taken care of in local hos-

µitals while convalescent cases :m.flY be taken cere of in :heir
nomes oy 1ublic health nurses or in convrlescent or foster hoYf'les
if these are e:ve.ileble a.1:d inc.ic~ted.

Th,~ cardiac clinic sho:.1ld

see that the convelescent or 1)0st-rheumet:ic child hes a :Jr1,ysical
exe.minetion at reftuLar intervals and, if the child has no private physicirm end is not eble to afford one, thet the child
~ets ~edical attention if needed.

The importance of e public

health pro?'rarn for rheumatic fever is especially evident when
one considers the crre titet a rne ,me _ic fever i:rntient must have.
The leno:th of the illness end convalescence in this disease

'-'
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mekes the economic curden more then even the fRmily of moderete
merinc: can bear.
~

To add to this ,,ro le..,,_, we fi d this diseese

st often in the poorer class of people Pnd often more then one

CAse jn e ft'lmily.

Other ecol,omic repercusfions of this diseese

1_;_

'./

e.re -ue to the feet thet rne_ny ;Jersons ~evelop cardiac lesions

which wilt not ellow i:,hem to do even the everer:e emount of
physicel lebor.

Any pron-ram must include vocectionel g:uidance

for thesn. >atient.s so that they may be et

le

est p~rtially s0lf-

supf)ortin,,· in spite of their physicel hendicap.
Finding the cases of rheumatic fever or rheumatic
heRrt disease is en b1portant aspect of any puhlic heF'lth approach.
Those cases which ere typical end therefore eesily diag:nosed
would be easily found if rheumatic fever were mede reportHble.
However, this '1lethod is not dependFble because meny ces s d€0

velop insidio11sly and even if the ;:ihysicinns could detect all
the Cflses tnev see, severel of the petien~s have such :ninor
S'Mptoms thet they never seek medicel edvice.

The answer to

t•,is problem can be found first in educAtinr the :nedical profession so thet they recoo-nize the rheumetic patients that they
see, and second, institution of routine ;hysical examinations
of school children each year, referrino- e 11 do11bt1'ul Cf'.ses to
e co:n2etent cerdiolof!,ist or c,rdiac clinic for ciarnosis end

clessifica-cion.

This met,:od hrs been tr:i.ed in meny CO'Ymnities

with varying- success.

In We.shinrrton D. G., tne school children

are examined once in the se,,enth ccrede e,ir· once in hi!"h school.

___..

However, dependinf!, on the examiner, either no ceses A.re referred
129
to the cardiac clinic or t,1ere ere mens: referre.ls. This shows

I
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t 11e.t me.ny cases mi.<>:ht be missed dependin?' on the dil'l!:rnostic
ability of the exenininf;". physici,m end shows the importance of
professional education in this disease.

Ii;·
11:

IJ:

Minnesota has found

such e. low percen i:;ap-e of rheumet.ics in experimental screening:
36

of school children t'"!et it does not see!'l practical. Howev-er,
113
44
70
Corn1ec ti cut• Maryland, and Syracuse, New York have found this
method very successful in case findinr.

Com2ulsory reportin~

of rheumetic cases has been success:ully ui:ed as e. nethod of
88
74
case finp;in~ in California and Iowa. Washin,i:ton D. C. feels
.

129

that these reports ere often questionable end inco:nplete.
In summarizin~ methods of case finding, it would sePm
that at present the reporting of rheumatic fever is not satisfactory, due to subclinice.l forms which evede the dief"nosticien
bE'!cause they never cause the petient enouf".h discomfort to seek
medical advice.

Another reason is that the avera~e physician

ii:; not well enouc::h informed to be Eible to recognize all the
varied sin-ns and sympto!Tls of rh .:umetic fever and therefore
1

misses some of the cases.

The screeninr of school children,

if thorou(".h, may be effective Rnd, al thoup:h it is a laborious
procedure, it is

, ..1stifia.ble • especially in areas where rheumatic

fever is 1uite prevalent.
atic patj_ents is e

i:;000.

The examination of siblin~s of rheum-

ca.se fincii nir procedure and should be
46 129

carried out in any rheu!!l.atic fever prorrem.

One of the most

III,
,,

!l'i___

effective methods of cc.se finding would b

referrHl flnd reg-

istry of rheumatic patients by private physicians.

Therefore

p
i

t
'f:

I'f

li

one of th;; primary Rims of any rheumatic fever proe:rrm should
be education.
~

i
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CHART I
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SuGGE:STED 1D£AL COMMUNllY
RHEUMATIC f~VIB PROGRAM.
/MM£ C'Af?f

Tf<llToi=nE:E

ni,;: f.>tlf£CTiD..,;

Coa110, ....u.

R~Q\Slal\1:toti,, jOCI Ill Sl:av,cE, R. ~'SE a f(CH
F/JIICA Tl•lt". f:lNANCE

F'ro·m J.C.F. HJSSJ M.D.

Rheumatic fever is as yet an obscure diseFse especially
e.s reg:ards its etiolo~y, epidemiolog:y, and natural history.
Consequently there is

e

broad field for resee.rch in this disease

and progrrons for rheumatic fever should emphasize this fact.
By proper publicity, funds 1·rom private er.d comTiuni ty org:a.ni zations can be obtained for the purpose of research.
The type of prorrem which can be set up in eech
community will depend to a la.r 0·e extent ui,on the facilities end
70
personnel a.veilBble. Hiss has suo-p;ested Rn ideal community
rheumatic fever program which is reproduced in Chert I.

This

type of pro~r~~ seems ideal for the lar~er com~unities where
trained medical personnel are available, but in the rural eree.s
vrhe,e cardiologists are not Rva.ilable for the clinics, a t pe of
i tinera.nt cprdiec clinic may have to ue used which cen make the
rounds of the rur1=1l e.reAs yee.rly, checkine!'. those children whom

'-'
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the local physicians end the school phy d cians susi?ect of heving
heart disease or rheumatic fever.
CONCLUSIONS
Rheumatic fever is an infectuous disease, closely
related to hemolytic streptococcal inf-ct.ions (Group

B).

Whether another org:anism is en added causative far,tor is still
a debated sub,iect.
Statistics indicate tha.t there are between frJO.OOU
and l,Uvv,000 oasPs of rhe me.tic heart d:i.seflse in the United
States.

Rheu:rne.tic fever is the lead in!". fatal disease in the

5 to 19 veer a!".e !".roup.

The hiphest incidence of this disease

is in the preadolescent children, the pePk bein~ at 6-8 years
of as,:e.

The disease is most prevalent in winter and early

sprin!".

Urban populations in temperate latitudes are more

susceptible.

Inadequate nous in!".• clothinf". and diet increase

susceptibility.

Heredi tnry ?redisposi tion seems to be a. factor,

the ~echanism bein~ a sin!".le eutosomal recessive ~ene.
The clinicPl course is varied, often difficult to
identify.

It is

p

diseac'e of lonr durAtion, be!"innin;,- in

childhood usuAlly 1md extending- into a.du'.t life, often wi en
occessionel recurrences.

The eccompenyin· carditis, which

often results in permanent cardiac dame.e:e, is the most constant
end tra~i~ feature of the

isePse.

Tnis is the ceuse

~r

the un-

f~Yorable pro~nosis--the evera?:e duration of life bein<?: thirteen
to fifteen yeRrs.
Treatment is symptomatic to a ler?:e extent i::,lthouP'.h

'-"

'-"
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S!'llicylates seem to be somewhRt specific.

Rest in bed is of

prime im,)ortance to prevent cerdiac sequele..

SulfJnamide

.

prophylaxis has recei vec much e.ttention of lete end has proved
very effective in preventin~ attacks and recurrences.
The need for org:enizin~ a comprehensive rheumatic
fever pro~rem is evidenced by the statistics on its incidenc,
mor"'.idity end mortelity.

It iR the thirr' most coml'lon clisease in

most pRrts of the countr-y.

The tendency of this disease to be

familial pnd to occur in fan.ii lies of low income .,._rouJs, combined
with the lenf.".th of time treatment is necessary, ceuse severe
economic repercussions and mr,ke some type of .':°ublic health
program imperitive.
Many im2ortnnt edvances have been ma.de in the fii,:ht
age.inst rheumetic fever in the pe.st 5 years.

The work done hes

been alon~ the line of investigation of the prevalence of the
disease, investigation of its etiology, atte'c!pts at prophylaxis
end tree.tment, studies of the epidemiolo!':y of the disease, and
public health s>ro~rams to provide adequate cere for children
with this ctisease.

The letter wo·k has been done by state

or,:,:anizations ,,-dth Federal administrative and f'irnmciel aid.
Al thouii:h the work which hes and is beinr C:.one is
effective, the surface has he.rdly been scratched e.s far as
solvin~ the problem is concerned.

Expansion of existin~ pro-

"'re.Ms, or?:ani zation of new pro~ra.ms, end 1rovision of better
facilities and more trained professional gersonnel a.re all
needed at the present time.
~

In developinf". new pro?"rams and
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expandinp; and im.provin~ th~ present prof"rruns, e:'1phesis should
be placed on profei::siontil awl lay erlucAtion concerninr.:

r
I
f
l

[

t
rheumatic fe v~r and the problems it creates.

Other importa.nt

~!

't
objectives should be proper Ce.re of ceses alon1r lines of therapy,
arophylaxis and vocational g:uida.nce; more ef,ective end efficient
methods of CPse findin.~; and funds and facilities for research
into the many unsolved problems of this disease

---
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